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former soldier who was captured
during the Korean Conflict, and
a picture of himself seated at
a table with the Premier.
Mrs. Adams, he said, agreed
whose love for adventure led to come to the United States
him to go into China for 12 after two years of persuasion.
years, is back in Memphis. He met his wife, a student and
But his main problem this later a teacher of the Russian
week was finding a job to sup- language, while both were
port his Chinese wife and their studying at the university.
two young children. Mandarin has been the ofh-
Mr. Adams is better quail- cial language of China since
fled, job-wise, than he was when 1949, and Mr. Adams became
he left the city as a high proficient enough in it to work
school drop-out to join the U.S. as a translator in the Foreign
Army and then fight until he Language Bureau.
was taken prisoner. The former GI abhors all re-
After two years in the Peo- ference to himself as a "turn-!
ple's University and five years coat," a name used in the
in Wuhon university at Wuchan headlines for men who went to
China, he was given diplomas, the other side after the Armis-
"They don't have degrees like tier was signed.
we have in America," he said. "I left Korea a free man al
Seated in the living room of ter the Armistice was signed.
his mother's home at 1528 Do- I was told by a joint commis-
ris St., Mr. Adams had to be sion of United States officers
careful not to give out informa- and Military officials from In-
tion contained in an exclusive dia and other countries involved
interview he gave while aboard in the Korean conflict that I
ship between Hawaii and the could decide whether or na
California coast. I wanted voluntary or direct
He said one Tennessee news- repatriation, and I chose vol-
paper dispatched a writer to untary repatriation, which gave
Hawaii, who then booked pas- me the right to go where I
sage on the same ship with him wanted to.
and his family, and then follow- "When I left Booker T. Wash-
ed him until he consented to ington High school in the ale-
give the story, for which he venth grade to join the Army
has alreadr been paid. It was for the purpose of
Mr. A&ilM 'kid that a num- IlWoomiid, and I hove seek
ber of authors have contacted About half of it. I have no ar-
him for collaboration on a book gument with the United States,"
about the time be spent iii,Red he .ssiji.
China, but he had not consented, tunng a reporter's visit, Mr.
and he may write the book him- Adams was heard reminiscing
self. It will contain, he said, with a former Army buddy,
some news about what hap- Curtis Morgan of 3171 Alta rd.,
pened to him immediately af- who was in Korea and Japan
ter he was taken prisoner, with him.
As one of the few dark-skinned "I know Clarence as a good
persons there, Mr. Adams ex- man," Mr. Morgan said. "He is
plained that "I was a novelty, my friend, and I will do any.
They had never seen a Negro thing to help him."
before, and when we would go Mr. Adams and his wife and
on the streets the people would two children are stopping with
block traffic just to get a his mother, Mrs. Estella Phil-
glimpse of us. Sometime the po- lips, and getting reacquainted
lice would have to intervene." with America.
While there, he said he "went He hopes that the United
everywhere" and had a chance States will give him a chance
to talk to such heads of the to earn a living with the skills
country as Mao Tse Tung and that he has learned while be-
Premier Chou En Lai. He has hind the Bamboo Curtain.
Father Of 12 Seeks
Legislative Post 11
A veteran mortician with a
number of civic interests is
seeking a seat in the state leg-
islature as the representative of
District 11.
He is N. J. Ford, 52, owner
of the N. J. Ford and Sons
Funeral Home since 1932.
The father of 12 children, Mr.
Ford is running on an eight
point platform. The points are:
1. Improvement of education-
al standards in Tennessee, in-
cluding 12-month pay f o r
teachers, plus raise in retire-
ment pension.
2. Repeal of state sales tax
on prescription drugs, laun-
dry and dry cleaning.
3. Increase of old age wel-
fare pensions.
4. State bonus for veterans of
all wars.
5. Homestead tax exemption
for the aged, disabled and
veterans.
IL A state-wide anti-poverty
program.
7. Support legislation for the
good of all people.
8. Better recreational facili-
ties in the eleventh district.
A Methodist, Mr. Ford is a
member of the executive board
of the Chickasaw Council of the
Boy Scouts of America and is
presently serving as South Dis-
trict Chairman.
He is a past president of the
Bluff City Funeral Directors
Association, chaplain of the Ten-
nessee State Funeral Directors
Association, and on the board
of directors of the State a n d
National Funeral Directors As-
sociatior
N. I. rain
PICKETING UNIVERSAL LIFE — Union workers at Uni-
versal Life Insurance company went on strike last Friday
morning after a vote and they may be out until after July
25. The workers want a contract granting them more fringe
benefits, as well as higher wages. Company officials say
they pay wages commensurate with training and experience
of workers. (MLR Photo)
CLARENCE ADAMS rests at his mother's
patio in Memphis. With him are his Chinese




and his children. Adams is looking for suit-
able employment.
Former Mayor Returns Howard Alumni
To Political Arena
Former Memphis Mayor Ed-
mund Orgill is a candidate for
one of three seats on the Shelby
County Quarterly Court from
the Second District, which in-
cludes the South half of Shelby
County — south of Poplar ave.
and Cordova and South outside
of the city limits.
A graduate of the Memphis
public schools and the Universi-
ty of Virginia, Mr. Orgill has
played a major role in the
peaceful desegregation of the ci-
ty of Memphis, which he served
as mayor from 1956-59.
Mr. Orgill was a mern!ler of
the firm of Orgill Brothers and
company, a large wholesale
hardware concern founded in
1847 by his grandfather, and
served as president for 15 years
during his 35 year association
with the family firm. He is pre-
sently one of the directors.
In 1958, he was a candidate
for governor, but later retired
from the political arena on ac-
count of illness.
In 1960, Mr. Orgill was chair-
man of a committee to advise
the City Commission about the
purchase of the Memphis Tran-
sit Authority.
Since that time, he has been
the president of MTA, and from
August 1961 to June 1966 was
a vice president of the Mem-
phis Light, Gas and Water Di-
vision, during which time the
city was sucessful in getting
back in TVA and getting lower
electric rates for all, as well
as a reduction in gas rates.
During the past year, Mr. Or-
gill served as finance chairman
of the Estes Keiauver Memorial
Foundation, which raised 9925,
000 for a memorial library at
the University of Tennessee in
Knoxville, and for memorial
scholarships for Atudents at UT
Memphis State; Southwestern,
LeMoyne, Owen, Lane and Wil-
berforce colleges.
Mr. Orgill is also remembered
for his leadership in raising mo-
ney in 1953-54 to make Collins





Graduates of Howard univer-
sity in Washington, D. C., and
former students are invited to
an organizational meeting for
the Memphis Alumni chapter on
Saturday, JUly 16, at the Sher-
aton Motel at 889 Union ave. at
7:30 p.m.
A Memphis Alumni chapter
for Howard university is one of
100 that the school hopes to
have established across the
country when it observes it s
100th anniversary on March 2,
1967.
Mrs. Betty Coe Snowden says
that refreshments will be served
and Lawrence A. Hill, assistant
director of the Office of Alum-
ni Affairs, will be present to
help in the organization.
Plans have also been made to
show Howard's award-winning
film, The First 100 Years," a
77-minute sound-color documen-
tary.
During the meeting, Mr. Hill
will speak briefly about newer
developments at Howard univer-
sity and tell of some of the
plans being made for the Cen-
tennial
Strikers May Be Out
For Two More Weeks
Universal Life Insurance com-
pany was hit by a strike last
Friday morning after its em-
ployees voted to walk out dur-
ing a meeting held on Thurs-
day night at the Union building
on Walker.
No settlement appeared in
sight on Monday as the women
picket In g Universal Life
and some men picketed the
firm in nearly 100 degree heat.
When the strike began on Fri-
day, all pickets carried similar
signs, but on Monday there
were a wide variety of plac-
ards, charging t h e company
with discrimination of various
kinds, and pointing out the
range between the president's
salary and the firm's lowest
. paid workers.
H. A. Gilliam, Sr, chairman
of the company's Negotiating
Committee and the retiring pre-
sident of the National Insurance
Association, said union employ-
ees had wanted to meet "day
and night" to draw up a con-
tract, but with other duties he
had to perform, and an out-of-
town convention in Durham,
' N.C.. which will run July 16-24,
the firm could not go into a
long session on the matter until
he got back to the city on July
25.
Representatives of the cm
State and city officials have
been invited to participate in
the ground-breaking ceremony
on Sunday afternoon at 3 P.m.
when the first shovel of dirt is
turned at property at 850 Wood-
land Heights to begin a $280,000
building program for the Mis-
sissippi Blvd. Seventh Day Ad-
ventist church.
Elder J. M. Doggett, prtor
of the church, said the mayor
and members of the City Com-
mission, along with Congress-
man George W. Grider, have
been invited to take part in the
service.
The church plans to have a
school building completed by
September in order to operate
a kindergarten and an eight-
grade school, and an auditorium
and church building will then he
constructed.
The public is invited to take
part in the service. The church




James W. Moore, commission-
er of Finance and Institution
has informed the Defender that
the "colored" and "white" signs
over the employee's rest room
at Overton Park have been re-
moved.
"It just seems to be one of
those situations where no one
paid particular attention to
them" said Moore. "The Park
Commission in my opinion, is
doing everything it can to com-
ply not only with the legal as-
pects of the Civil Rights law
but with the morals of it as
well" he eontinued.
May 2, six workers have beell
fired.
Mr. Gilliam told the Tri- State
Defender that there was "just
cause" for the dismissal of all
of the workers, and all were
guilty of violations which would
have resulted in the same ac-
tion, union or no union.
Concerning the demotion of
one woman in a supervisory ca.
pacity, Mr. Gilliam said the
worker was given orders re-
garding those working under
her, and when she stated that
she was not going to follow the
orders from her superiors she
was demoted.
Each side has accused the
other of failing to live up to
agreements during the current
trouble.
One of the pickets said Univers
sal sent out word that they
wanted to talk, and when the
Negotiating Committee went in-
side, none of the officials ap-
peared, only a lawyer for Uni-
versal.
Since the strike began, Mr.
Gilliam Jaid Universal has
hired six workers, and along
with the employees and the sum-
mer staff, and working over-
time, the company has been
able to stay on schedule.
"Monday is the hardest day
we have had, but we are right
ployes said that in the new on schedule," he said.
contract they were seeking such Services to the field have not
fringe benefits as vacations t been interrupted, be said, and
based upon years of service with all claims are being mailed out.
Universal Life; maternity leave Air. Gilliam said that Univers
Without loss of seniority, a pen- sal Life has attempted to keep
sion plan, and a contract for its salaries competitive over the
higher wages. years, and has provided decent
Since the workers voted to jobs for young women coming
have Local 367 of the Office and out of high school who would
Professional Employees Interne- have had nothing but employ-
tional Union represent them as ment as cooks and maids had
a bargaining agent, effective the firm not been in existence.
Housewife Will Seek
Seat In State
After helping her mother cam
paign successfully for three
terms in the Tennessee House
of Representatives and taking
charge of the campaign h e a d-
quarters for Juvenile Court
Judge Kenneth Turner when he
was a candidate, Mrs. Georgi-
anna Strong Fulenwider has
caught the political germ.
And so she is running for the
State Senate Seat No. 28. The
daughter of Mrs. Strong, who
has retired, Mrs. Fulenwider is
out shaking hands with the vot-
ers and speaking for herself.
There are five planks in her
platform. They include:
1. Better facilities for handi-
capped children.
2. The updating of the mini-
mum wage law to give per-
sons working in such estab-
Senate
lishments as hospitals, laun-
dries and drug stores a "liv-
ing wage."
3. A correctional institution
for youngsters in this section
of the state where they can
be visited by relatives, i n.
stead of being sent to Pike.
ville.
4. A summer work camp for
boys and girls, where they
can learn a vocation while re-
ceiving some pay.
5. The repeal of capital pun-
ishment.
A housewife, mother of t we
children, and wife of the vet-
erinarian, Dr. Howard Fulen-
wider, the candidate says she
is interested in and participates




After helping her mother cam-
pled. One walked with the aid
of a walking cane. The other
had to have two crutches to
help him along. The one with
the two crutches had been a
near fatal victim of an auto ac-
cident some years ago, when a
car struck him and ran over
the middle of his body. He nev-
er fully recovered from this
mishap. The other night (Tues-
day of last week), another car
struck him. That ended the long
days and nights he and his other
crippled friend had spent toge-
ther. Mack Dockery, 60, of 1369
Brooks was killed.
Two white mechanics have
been arrested for running over
him with their car and leaving
the scene of the accident. A
woman proprietress of a pro-
duce market, in front of which
the accident happened, said she
was the first to go to the el-
derly man's aid. But he was
dead when she reached him.
His friend, Herman Walls,
1442 Brooks, had to fill in the
details about Mr. Dockery. He
revealed that Mr. Dockery lived
alone, although he was known
to have an estranged wife and
two sons living somewhere else
in Shelby County. He had lived
in the area of Whitehaven.
He and Mr. Walls had worked
together as cotton farmers. Both
elderly men liked to while away
their time in the vicinity of
Brookes Road business este!".
lishments, in many of which
they had, served as emploYes.
Mr. Dockery's death was one
among the growing list of Mem-
phis and Shelby County traffic
accidents for this summer. At
the time he was struck, he was
attempting to cross the busiy
thorofare on his crutches.
FOR U.S. SENATOR






SATURDAY„ JULY 16, 19661 Ku Klux Klan Leader Has
2 HUAC Members Supoenaed
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Robert N. Shelton, Ku Klux
Klan leader, evidently decided
that sauce for the goose is also
good for the gander as he
subpoenaed the chairman of the
House Committee on Un-Ameri-
can Activties to appear at his
trial for contempt of Congress.
Shelton, a witness at HUAC
hearings on Klan activity, had
been directed to produce sub-
poenaed KKK records. Now he
has summoned Rep. Edwin E.
Willis, HUAC chairman, to bring
all committee records on the
Klan to the trial
Shelton refused to testify be-
fore the ILIAC and was cited
for contempt of Congress when
by a federal Oast! jury.
The subpoenas ordered Willis
and Francis J. McNamara,
HUAC staff director, to appear
as witnesses for Shelton at his
trial in Federal District court
Sept. 12.
Meanwhile, Rep. Willis intr.
,eluced a bin in the House mak-
ing it a federal crime for any
clandestine organization like.
the Klan to try to harm or kill
anyone, or even to advocate
'force or intimidation.
Suit Against
records. He was later indicted
he failed to produce subpoenaed Viet Nam Duty
nied their request Sig





magna cum Linde graduate of
who earned his Ph.D. degree in mathematics at the Univer-
sity of Idaho, is one of 20 visiting faculty members at NCC
for the summer session. He is chairman of the mathematics
department at LeMoyne college in Memphis and holds








The Barbers' Charity Club half Negroes. In his last campaign
endorsed both John J. Hooker' be said, am a Mississippi
and Ross Bass for office in the segregationist then and now".
current political campaign in
Tennessee. The club spokesman
stated "They have both proven
to be men of integrity, dedicat-
ed to the progress of all the peo-
ple of Tennessee. They advocate
stronger civil rights bills, rais-
ing Social Security, Medicare,
minimum wage bills, more take
home pay, lower rent in govern-
ment housing projects and lift-




out the case without even heai- vision, now stationed at F t. standard of eying and endors.
ing government, arguments. Hood, Tex. ing higher educational stand-WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
A federal judge dismissed a T
he three GI's Pvt. De:sni4
JamesL „,J. Faulkner, argued that they
T h e i r attorney. Stanley ards".
suit by three Army privates Moral Pfe' . 4 could not be required to go to The spokesman charged: "El-
who sought to prevent defense and Pvt. David A. Samas, are Viet Nam since there has been lington has had his chance and
, Nam. being held in investigative de- no congressional declaration of the only thing in his adminis-
; Judge Edward M. Curran de- , tention at Ft. Dix, N. J. They war. tration was the electrocution of
thei42nd
The president, Mrs. Alma Mor
ris, says, "These dedicated
are here to save us from
men
pover-
Miles Rosenthal. noted a c - •
coustics expert, has been sign-
ed by the Alan King - Walter
A. Hyman Company to direct
sound and accoustical systems
for Barbra Streisand's four con-
cert appearances this summer
at Newport, Philadelphia. At-
lanta and Chicago.
Concert dates are July 30th ;
at the Newport Festival, An.
gust 2nd at JFK Stadium inl
Philadelphia, August 6 t h at
Brave's Stadium in Atl ant a,
and August 9th at Soldier's
Field in Chicago.
Rosenthal supervised sound
systems for Miss Streisand's1
one-woman concerts at thel
Forest Hills Music Festival in I
1964 and 1965. He has recently1
completed work on accoustics
for the outdoor Ypsilanti Greek
Theatre in Michigan.
Rosenth is also noted for
his work as sound expert for
the Newport Jazz Festival for
which he set up the original
hi quality sound system in '
1956.
He has also worked as sound
expert for the Philadelphia and
Boston Jazz Festivals, Bert
Stern's art film, "Jazz On A
Summer's Day.•' Voice of
America broadcasts, and has
set up accoustical systems for





JACKSON. Miss. — (UPI) —
Attorneys for a Negro civil
rights worker scheduled to be
inducted into the Army said
they will file a write of habeas
corpus to get him released un-
til a federal court acts on a
suit challenging the selective
service system.
The suit was sled last Fri-
day in U. S. District Court in
Oxford, Miss., by Donald A.
Jelinek of the Lawyers Consti-
tutional Defense Committee. It
was filed on behalf of Ulysses
Z. Nunally of Holly Springs.
Miss., and Selma, Ala.
Nunally is active with t h e
Mississippi Freedom Demo.1
cratic Party and the Studentl 
non-Violent Coordinating Com-
mittee.
Jelinek said the suit charged
that the application of t h e
Selective Service Act is uncon-
stitutional as applied to Nunal-
ly because the local board at
Holly Springs which drafted
him had no Negroes on it.
"Apparently no selective
service board in Mississippi has
ever bad a Negro on it," Jel-
inek said.
Jelinek said the selective
service law is also unconstitu-
tional because it discriminates
against the poor and uneducat-
ed through its deferment sys-
tem.
Defendants in the suit were
the U. S. Army. the national
and state selective service di-
rectors, the commander of the
Third Army. and Holly Springs
selective service board mem-
bers.
U.S. Cagers Win
VIENNA — The touring
United States college All-Star
basketball team came from be-
hind in the second half to de-
feat the Austrian National team
1(34-81.
Austria led at the half 39 38
Lou Hudson of Minnesota led
the American comeback a n d
ended with 26 points, while
Darrell Carrier of Western Ken-







NEW PREFIX—AND—NUMBER WINNING COMBINATIONS FOR THIS AREA ARE LISTED BELOW!
Check your Esso Lucky Tiger Money serial numbers
against the combination below. There are 3,000 chances
you've won a prize.-10 gallons of Esso Extra! An earlier
list of winners is already posted at participating Esso
stations. In all there are 6,000 bonus winners just
in this area.
And you still have a chance to win one of the major prizes on July
31. So save this list arid save your Tiger Money. There are thousands
of chances to win, and all winning numbers will be posted at your
Esso station.
HUMBLE
CL & REFINING COMPANY
AMERICAS LEADING ENE 13Gre COMPANY
if you have one of these letter groups...
GA GC GE TA TC TE TG TI TK TM TO TQ IS TU TM
GB GO GF TB TD TF TN Ti TL TN TP TR Tr TV TX













































































































































































































































































































































DAILY WAREHOUSE SALE DAILY
MON CLAIRE WIG IMPORTS
100'4 HUMAN HAIR
WIGS AT WHoLESALE PRICES

























14 NO. MAIN STREET





to vote for civil
did
rights





the civil rights bill".
"Ross Bass voted for it in '64.
'65, and '66. Clement and El-
lington failed us. Now we refuse




Mr. Andrew Mitchell, hus-
band of the late Mrs. Rebecca
Mitchell, annqunces the en-
gagement of his daughter, Miss
tante.
Miss Mitchell is a graduate
of LeMoyne college. While
there she was a member of the
Marilyn Antoinette Mitchell to etn Student N.E.A. and soloist
Mr. Cornell McFaden. in the college choir.
Miss Mitchell, a member of
St. John Baptist church, attend-
ed Hamilton high school. While
there she participated in the
Library Science club, and the
Debutante society. She was also
a 1961 Kappa Alpha Psi debu- School.
Mr. McFaden is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sims of
1961( Cloverdale drice. Be is a
member of Emmanuel Episco-
pal church and graduate of
Booker T. Washington High
HOGUE & KNOTT
• 
WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS. . . .
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Elias Williams, owner of the!
Williams Funeral Home at 231'
S. Parkway west, this week out-
lined a six point platform he;
hopes to carry out if elected'
to the Tennessee State House of,
Representatives from District
Five.
Among the legislation which
Mr. Williams says he will pro-
mote or propose are:
1. Better pay for teachers.
2. Improved conditions fer el-
derly citizens.
, 3. Better wages and fringe
- benefits for working persons...
4. Projects which will benefit
t Shelby County and the state ofTennessee.
."1'5. Bonus for soldiers of recent
wars.
Mr. Williams sixth point is
the opposition to all legislation
, which would be against the gen-
eral welfare of the people of
Shelby County.
He is a past president of the
Tennessee State Funeral Direct-
ors and Morticians Association
and is presently chairman of its
Board of Directors; a member
of the executive board of the
National Funeral Directors and
Morticians Association, a n d
was king of the Cotton Makers
Jubilee in 1964.
Mr. Williams is the director'
of the famous Southern Malei
chorus, a master Mason, and
belongs to the Rock of Ages
Baptist church, where he is
chairman of the Trustee Board.
He is a member of the Memphis
Area Chamber .of Commerce.
His campaign is being mu.
E. Williams
aged by Rev. J. W. Beck, first
vice president of the 1th Ward
Civic club and a vice president
of the Area Seven District of
the War on Poverty.
A minister since 1952, Re v.
Beck is a member of New Zion
Baptist church and serves asj
an auxiliary probation officer' m
Juvenile Court. He is a mein-!
her also of the Shelby County.
Democratic club and a veteran
of World War II.
LANE MATH INSTITUTE — Participants in the National
Foundation Mathematics Institute are seen in front of the
B. Julian Smith hall on the Lane college campus in Jack-
son, Tenn. On front row, from left, are John Douglass, Jr.,
professor of mathematics and director; Wesley McClure,
Mrs. Martha Sue David, Miss Rosie Ward, Robert F. Sang-
ster, Paul E. Grant, Mrs. Elms B. Rodgers, John W. Con-
ner, Miss Barbara Breelove, Miss Ruby Jackson, Mrs.
Doretha B. Sledge, and Dr. Calvin E. King, professor of
mathematics at Tennessee A SI I State university, course in-
structor. On second row, same order, are Fred I). Hess,
Tom S. Cobb, Milton H. Robinson, Clarence D. Boone, Wil-
liam M. Ross, Florence D. Ridley, Otis D. Payton and
Samuel L. Roberts. On third row, from left, are Johnnie W.
emphian Writes On
- - Exceptional Student
Herbert Harding At
Science Institute -
Herbert A. Harding, science
teacher at Manassas High
school, is one of 30 high school
science instructors participating
in an eight-week National Sci-
ence Foundation Earth Science
Institute at the Southern State
College in Magnolia, Ark.
The teachers are receiving
training in astro-geology a n d
basic earth science principles
through classwork, laboratory
experimentation and field trips.
While at Southern State, the
group will visit Narrows Dam
and Arkansas mines at Bauxite,
Falcon, Highland, Okay a n d
Magnet Cove.
The last 10 days of the Insti-
tute will be held at Henderson
State Teachers college in Ark-
adelphia, the base for field work
to be done in the Ouachita
Mountains. A trip is planned to
Cape Kennedy to tour facilities
of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
Teachers completing the In-





hours of undergraduate credit
in geology, which may be used
toward a teaching major in
science, according to Dr. John
Chapman, Institute director.
Mr. Harding lives in Memphis
at 607 E. McLemore, Apt. 12.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Too
' much of a good thing tripped
up a ring that engineered auto
. accidents to fleece insurance
• companies out of at least $15,000
' in claims, the Bronx District
Attorney's office said.
Dist. Atty. Isidor Dollinger
said at least eight insurance
companies and 17 out-of-atate
trucking concerns were bilked
by the group of seven men and
a woman.
According to Dollinger, the,
group purposely set up auto
accidents with their old model
cars on a stretch of expressway
i by maneuvering their ears ID
✓ • front of outof-state trucks,
; slowing them down to 15 miles
1 per h
our, and suddenly jam-
ming on the brakes.
1. Police Have Clue
t In Coed Slaying
• BOULDER, Colo. — (UPI)
, Police were "working on some-
• thing" they declined to discuss
in their effort to solve t h e
• mysterious slaying of a 20-year-
old University of Colorado coed.
The girl — tall, tan and love-
ly Elaura Jeanne Jaquette of
Grand Junction, Colo. — was
murdered Saturday during a
furious struggle in one of the
institution's ivy-covered build-
ings.
, Chief Myron Teegarden said
'. his staff was "working on some-
• thing... but it would ruin it if I
t. told you what it is." He said
it didn't involve "arresting the
suspect or anything like that."
SALES • SERVICE •RENTALS
Phone
682-4637
A young Memphian, a pro- ed in the April, 1966 issue of
duct of the Memphis city
schools', has established a schol-
arly and scientific niche for her-
self recently in a national pub-
lication.
She is Miss Angela Griffin
Owen, instructor of Psychology,
Albany State College, Albany,
Georgia, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William F. Owen, 1247
South Parkway (East). Miss
Owen recently had an article
published in one of the national
psychological journals.
Tile article entitled, "The So-
cial Distance of the Exceptional
— a Study at the High School
Level", was based upon exten-
sive research conducted by Miss
Owen and two Doctors of Phil-
osophy is the area of Psycholo-
gy.
Dr. Reginald L. Jones, for-
merly assistant professor at!
UCLA, now associate professor'
at Iowa State University, initiat-
ed the research project.
The other collaborator on the
article was Dr. Nathan W. Got-
fried, of the University of Min-
nesota. The article was publish-
New York Jobs
Wm- RSS„,00 Per Week
Free Room & Board, Expense Adv.
TRAVEL MAIDS INC.
158 BEALE ST. 523 - 2132
DAY or NIGHT
”Even with the simplest water color, ,
I strive for perfection. It's only
through dedication that anything
great is ever achieved", ,
When I buy gin, I insist
on the very best London Dry.
Gordon's. It is ideally dry and crp,
makes a perfect martini.To me,
Gordon's Gin is great gin.,,
Elmer C. Stoner, noted artist, author and editor.
Gordon's Gin. created ,n
London
it's the Ingest seller is England.
, England NI 1769 ••••,.r.T.M..'""
Arnerwe and the world 
- a
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"Exceptional Children", which
is the national professional mag-
azine for the Council of Excep-
tional Children. •
In the Spring of this year,
Miss Owen represented Albany
State College at the Eastern
Psychological Association meet-
ing in New York City, N e w
York.
She is a member of the Amer;
ican Psychological Association;
American Association of Univer-
sity Professors: Council of Ex-
ceptional Children; and Nation-
al Educational Association.
At present Miss Owen is co-
director of a research project
which is being subsidized by the
Southern Education Foundation.
Lake, Clyde Mosby, Miss Lizzie E. Kennedy, Jimmy D.
Dew, Felton Felix Denham, Jr., Miss Annie L. Greene and
Miss Jella M. Adams. On fourth row from left are Leon
Beal, Alonzo Sullivan, Dorothy L. Wright, Elmer R. Shell,
Murphy McKinney, Robert Ferger, Leon Sherman, and M.
D. Merriwether. On fifth row, same order, are Daniel W.
Dawson, Leon Stallworth, Willie R. Wedddle, Vialliam A.
Jones, Lee R. Cunningham, Eddie Mays, Thomas J. Easton,
James E. Poe and Marvin J. Cathey. The participants were
selected from about 500 applicants to attend the Institute
designed to help high school mathematics teachers and
strengthen programs already in use with emphasis on mod-
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THE MOST SHATTERING FILM OF OUR TIME!.





Obsessed with hatred and revenge he
rode with The Klan... sven though
his color could cost him his life!
with RICHARD GILDER • HARRY LOYfJOY • RIM), KUTNER
ASS PRODUCTIONS Nesentstion—A U S FILM Mee
Eaumeve Pmt JOE SOLOMON




Any 7 ;--Any Style—At prices you can afford. Qual.
bw,ond compare—service you win like and terms
conycnience.
tY-.—?76-443 I—FOR FREE ESTIMATES
FLOOR COVERING
REMNANTS
Romanis All 6' Wide —Varyieg
Lengths—Sires for Bathrooms and
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Frigidaire Air Conditioner














WHY WORRY? LET US—
Do Your Electrical Wiring Properly
Install Your Air Conditioner. Sell You
the Proper Air Conditioner You Need






We have a Frigidaire Air Conditioner to fit every need and purse
Here are Some of The Reasons Why More














A pp lien ces Specialists For Over 20 Years No Carrying Charge 
I I
Award From Frigidaire What We Sell Immediate Delivery
We Service I Order by PhoneServing Memphis Area 90-Day Terms 14 Years Service 
SALEIIEN: Lou Gat;n Jr. on Summer, Jim Crain on Summer. Ciarence Ransom on Summer. Andy Sawyer•
Order By Phone
Immediate Delivery
Bill Reese in Wh;tehayen, Dave Bennett in W1-itehaven. T. 0. McGlothiin, Meneggr, Whitehaven.
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SATURDAY, JULY 16, 1966
TITLE-HOLDERS • • Mr. and Mrs. Jelin
Ed. Williams, of Friendship Baptist Mardi
are pictured with their pastor, Rev. W. A.
Suggs. after winning the church's eeveted
title of "Mr. and Mrs. Friendship". Time
sixth anneal Friendship Day will be pre-
.
Lofton And Choir To Progressive National Baptists
I' Be Here Friends' Day Prepare For 
Annual Session
seated at the Church on Sunday, July 17th.
Pictured, left to right are Reverned Suggs,
Mrs. Williams and Mr. Williams. The public
is invited to the all-day program scheduled
for next Sunday.
TATE CHURCH NOTES
Loyalty Sunday will be ob-
served next Sunday at the Av
ery Chapel AME church with
Bishop Frederick Jordan deli-
vering the morning sermon.
An Old Fashioned Hymn Hour
will be presented at 5 p.m. by
the Women's Day Activity Com-
mittee with Rev. Kenneth Wha-
lum as narrator. Mrs. Hattye
Harrions is chairman. Rev Mil-
er Peace is pastor of the church
WARD CHAPEL
Ward Chapel AME church at
1125 S. Parkway east will celf-
brate annual Ushers' Day on
Sunday July 24, and special
guests at the 3 p.m. service will
C. J Gaston. pastor of St. Pet-
be Rev. C. J. Gaston, pastor of
St. Peter Baptist church, and
members of his congregation.
Ushers from all parts of Mem-
phis will he present. The public
is invited to be present.
Mrs. Mary Walton is president'
of the Ushers Board. Rev. R
Mc Rae is pastor of the church.
CLEO HICKMAN
A cornerstone will be placed
in the Cleo Hickman AME
church at 713 Harahan rd. on
next Sunday. July 17, at 3:30
p.m.. and the public is invited.
Performing the service will
be the Sunset Lodge 211. of
which M. D. Mangum is wor-
shipful master. Bishop F. D.
Jordan will preside.
Rev. M. V. Reed is pastor of
the church.
TRAVELERS REST
Annual Youth Day will be ob-
served next Sunday, July 17. at
at the Travelers Rest Bap-
tist church, and the speaker for
the 11 a. m. service will be
••••••••••monnannnonnesissumains
a 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC •••
i CAR WASH $ 15E. Effective tesvenibet 29 1965 II
•  8 AAA P.M. I
. Set or Son t125 Monday a•a at Ogier 8 A M te 6 P M
11 sun Open $ AM ts 2 P M thru •
• Friday •. a
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH




is.eve dy's who's who
of people and businesses.
It's got hundreds of names,
addresses,
and telephone num3ers.
It's right at hand when you
need it
Each new edition is delivered
right to your door.
(What else gives you so much information so easily?)
Southern Bell
Rev. Richard Leaks. Jr.
The guest speaker for the 3
p.m. service will be Rev. Ken-
neth Crawford. The church is
located at 1641 Sydney st
Church, 1355 Vollintine ave , te 113ker. the Rev. 
S. B.Lhil,.
; —
the Munitriental 1.i.4.:1-' 
19-21 To be held at the
will be observed Sunday JulY'
-Yie's and his church choir oft
17th. Rev. W. A. Suggs, ,.astor' 
ctmreb!Greater Mount Moriab Baptist
of- the church, originally 
con_ The Senior. Imperil • no Youth i Church on Wellington at Edith,
idea of a r nends, choir; of Friendsnip CLurch willithe
Day. He descithes it as an 0C- .I.UP____,PlemPnt the '6 1" chnIt' Baptists from over the State
canon on which special crriptia- w I'ver.tlg 
must' Nth for the
ard e,:en.- 
meeting will bring together
cdived the
sirs is given to one of "man's in°r8/144
lieryices The more than twenty courses,
and general assecn5l3t activi-
most cherished posszssioris. tties will be open to all persons,
friends-.
Rev Suggs said, "It beccines
member to have as msn of Icf 
eachrd Proves Tothe primary concern
his friends as possible enjoy
spiritual fellowship with him on
Second- Be Pickpocketa designated Sunday.
arily, each member is striving
for the much coveted and s9iigh. NEWARK — UPI — The de-
after title of • 'Mr or Mrs
tective stood in the stationFriendship". These two titles
are awarded to the man and house shaking his head after
the woman who are repres :nted 
speaking 
to the -polite-fseed
by the largest number of frietwis kid • the kind You want to
and whose friends are must gen-
erous financially."
'Polite-Faced'
take home and help out. But
he'd steal your eye-teeth."
The 17.year.aid bay was pick_ and the Christian. The Rever-
He named those who have.ed op for questioning emote. end John Cooper of Chattanooga
earned the Friends' Day titlelion wish a serve as instructor for theholdup and st
since its initiation in 1961 Theyi 
abbits will
of a cabbie. He adamantly pr.. course. Other courses inclu
are in chronological order: Mr. claimed his Innocence.
John Ed. Williams and Mrs.
Willie Mae Woods; Mr. Noble
Galtin and Mrs. Louise M i t-
chell; Mr Dillard Alexander
and Mrs. Helen Barnum; Mr.
Dillard A;exander and Mrs. Hel-
en Barnum (repeat)- and the
present holders of the titles, pocketbooks near Breed and
Mr. John Ed. Williams and his Market streets in downtown
wife, Mrs. Odessa Williams, ofiNewark.
1318 Cummings S•reet.
regardless of religious denomi-
nation
Among the courses to be of-
fered will be -The Church and
Social Action-. taught by the
Reverend James M. Lawson,
Jr . pastor of the Centenary
Mehtodist Church here. This
course will deal, among other
things, with the philosophy of
Christian nonviolence.
Mr. mid Mrs. Ailliams a r e
the parents of three daughters.,
Rev. Suggs said that -T h e
mthusilsm for Day .s,
so great and so pe7va3ive as. to
reach Columbus Georgia from
where the prolific speaker. Rev.
Fred Loiton. and his 38-member
Miss Patricia Thomas ia choir will hail to pros-ide the
chairman of Youth Day. Rev.imessage and music for the 11




number of Negroes are serving
in our Armed Forces and are'
fighting in Viet Nam.
Defense Department statisticl
show that Negroes accounted
for 18.5 percent of the m e
drafted in 1963 and 16.3 p e ri
tent in 1965. Defense statistics
further reveal that Negro par-
ticipation in Viet Nam at the
end of 1965 also exceeded the
percentage of Negroes in t he
United States.
Rep. George Grider (D.-Tenn.
has joined other Congressmen
in asking that the Selective Serv
ice system provide Congress
with information concerning pos-
sible racial discrimination by
local draft boards.
In a letter to U. General Lew-
is B. Hershey, Congressman
Grider and his colleagues said
that Defense Department Sta-
tistics have given rise to con-





NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
. and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups




248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tennessee
'YOUR Company Makes What Yea Ask For And
Creates Whet You Think or
Trucks: We sell, lease &
service what you need!
A course entitled "The Chris-
tian's Responsibility for World'
Order". will include a conside-
ration of the Viet Nam crisis
"Church Office Procedures",
New Testament from the Boston
"I'm not a stickup man," ne— "The Church and Those in the University Graduate School of
variety
He thec demonstrated 
the
Middle Years". and a wide
r  of others
said. "I'm a pickpocket"
technique he used for more than 'Three Sermons 
Theology.
The Rev. George R. Williams
la months to steal tn• a week The Rev. Eugene Waller, pas- of Paris, Tenn. is new dean
by taking wallets from women's tor of the Cummings Street Bap- of the Congress and, in this
tist Church of Memphis will de- capacity, will have charge of the
liver three Congress sermons. classes. New Congress president
He will preach Tuesday night, is the Rev. Kelly Miller Smith
The Tennessee Baptist Lead- July 13th. Other 
Memphians in-
The sixth annual Friends ay, The o clock e, u. g services, ership Education 
Congress wall chilled on the program are the
Program of Friendship Baptist! will be tiiiligboA by a dyaani-jbold its annual session 
here, Reverend J L. Netters, pastor
of the Mount Vernon Baptuct
Church; Dr. Charles L. Dinkins,
President of Owen College; Dr.
A. licEwen Williams, pastor of
the St. John Baptist Church and
president of the Baptist State
Convention; Charles Ryans,
Memphis public school teacher;
the Rev. S. B. Kyles, pastor
of the Monumental Baptist
Church, and the Rev. R. Henry
Green. faculty member. Owen
College.
Guest lecturer and 
preacherfor the three day meeting wil1
be Dr. Samuel D. Proctor. Spe-
cial Assistant to the Director of
the Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity and former university
president.
Author of the recently publish-
book, "The Young Negro in
America: 1960-1950," Dr. Proc-
tor has served as Vice Presi-
dent of the American Baptist
Convention and as pastor of the
Pond Street Baptist Church of
Providence. Rhode Island. He
holds the doctor's degree in
of Nashville. The Rev, R. W
Norsworthy of this city serves
as a regional vice president
The Congress also conducts
the Tennessee Baptist Youth En-














Post Offieo Sox 311
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Free" Of Any
charges.
1st Race wins 5.5, 2nd
roc• wins S10, 3rd race
wins $25, 4th race $100
and 5th race $500. Get










with this coupon and $5 additional purchase.
One coupon to a family. Expires July 16th.
Excluding tobacco, milk and frozen milk
products.
FREE
151/2 oz. Avocado Green 'SOREN° ICE





 2 for 29c
• 2 for 29c
It OZ. JUICE GLASS ..2 for 29C
64 OZ. PITCHER tic
Play Let's Go to the
roves every So ttoreloy
night on Chonn•I S
WMCT TV at 7 P.M.
You, may be a lucky.
winner. Get your PUR-
PLE Race Cards this









Alex Bolton is all smiles as his daughter, Leah Remel, bows
graciously before the cotillion guests. Her mother is the
well known beautician, Mrs. Millicent Bolton, formerly of
Memphis, Tenn., now residing in Chicago, Illinois.
A Point Of View
The making of public state-
ments is quite often a dangerous
thing. The manner in which
the statement is made is im-
portan. The place and time it
Is said play decisive roles. Who
says it enters the picture. And
so does who hears it. Then how
other interpret the statement
comes in for consideration. And
there is always the factor of
misinterpretation.
The term "black power" is
a case in point. It is currently
being over-worked, over-played:
distorted, milked, bilked, and
used wrongly. In some quar-
ters it is being deliberately
misinterpreted. In others it is
being innocenty misunderstood.
White segregationists are us-
ing it as an "I-told-you-so- gim-
mick. Black racists have sized
upon it as an apt expression of
their own extreme frustrations.
It is a divisive term causing
even civil rights leaders to take
sideswipes at each other. It is
causing concern among white
moderates, who fear an im-
plied threat in the term. It is
more or less upsetting to Ne-
gro realists, who assess the Ne-
gro's affectiveness in the strug-
gle for rights in the light of the
hard realities of his actual situa-
tion.
It is reasonable to believe that
the term as used recently by
Stokely Carmichael, the youth-
ful Civil Rights leader credited
with giving it currency, was not
thinking in terms of violent ac-
tion, as such, by the Negro
masses. And this is no attempt
to be an apologist for Mr. Car-
michael. He can speak for him-
self... and does. But it seems
that he had other implications
than those attributed to him in
many interpretations now beng
given the expression "black po-
wer".
It seems more logical to 'be-
lieve that Mr. Carmichael was
suggesting the marshalling of all
his resources by the Negro . . .
In terms of political action, pro-
test marches, boycotts, petitions,
and other mass techniques which
have proven effective in awak
ening America's conscience ev-
en more to the plight in which
which twenty million other Ame-
ricans have found themselves
over so many years. Even the
most rabid white racist would
admit that any animal . . . ev-
en a Negro ougth to use such
"powers" as it has to try to
survive when its very existence
is threatened.
• Also, it might be noted that
• Mr. Carmichael's statement on
"black opwer" came at a time
• when many writers and other
social observers were concern-
• ing themselves with what has
been called "a long, hot sum-
mer of racial violence" as sug-
gested by the riots which have
• broken out in Negro ghettoes in
. large cities over the past se-
veral summers. Maybe au i a-
wareness of the imminence of
such outbreaks is a basis for
• the current misinterpretation of
"black power". It's a safe bet
that rioting is not regarded by
• most Negroes as an expression
of "black power". Most would
most likely interpret riots as
expressions of frustration, loss
'WE'RE TIRED...'
Rights Group Starts 2-Day
Here s What Dr. King March In Louisiana City
Martin Luther King, Jr. at the:
.1 'freedom rally M Soldier Field l
yesterday.
We are here today because
we are tired.
!. We are tired of being seared
in the flames of withering
justice. We 
in-
e tired of paying
of hope, and panic-mindedness.
Black power might prevent ri-
ots, if it had the responsibility.
Then there's another angle.
Negro expressions of a determi-
nation to strike back physically
if attacked physically, may be
expressions of individual deci-
sion, and not a mass decision
of the Negro in general. The
Negro.. . in general... does not
expect a general resort to vio-
lence against him by the mass
of white Americans. That's why
it is safe to say the genuine
hero in the civil rights struggle
has been America's conscience. g—
The following are excerpts ism.
from the speech made by Dr. We also come here today to
more for less.
We are tired of living in rat-
infested slums and in the Chi-
cago H o u si n g Authority's
cement reservations. We a r e
tired of having to pay a median
rent of $97 a month in Lawn.
dale for four rooms while
whites in South Deering pay
$73 a month for five rooms.
We are tired of inferior, seg-
"This day we must decide to
register every Negro in Chi-
cago of voting age before the
municipal election. This d a y
we must decide that our votes
will determine who will be the
Mayor of Chicago next year.
"This day, henceforth a n d
forever more, we must make it
clear that we will purge Chic-
ago of every politician, wheth-
er he be Negro or white, who
feels that he owns the Negro
vote rather than earns the Ne-
gro vole."
"This day we must continue
our already successful efforts to
organize in every area of Chic-
ago, unions to ends slums. To-
gether we must withhold rent
from landlords that force us to
live in subhuman conditions.
"This day we must make
clear that we will withdraw
our money 'en masse' from any
regated, and overcrowded' ful inner determination to bebank that does not have a non-
schools which are incapable of free. "The battle am in o u r: discriminatory lending policy.
preparing our young people for hands. So, we must go (sett ''We must affirm that we;
leadership and security in this with grim and bold determine-, will withdraw economic support' 
technological age. We are
tired of discrimination in em-
ployment which makes us the
last hired and the first to be
fired.
We are tired of a welfare
system which dehumanizes us
and dispenses payments under
procedures that are often ugly
and paternalistic. Yes, we are
tired of being lynched physical-
ly in Mississippi, and we are
tired of being lynched spiritual-
ly -nd economically in t h e
north.
We have also come here to-
day to remind Chicago of the
fierce urgency of now. This is
no time to engage in the luxury
!of cooling off or to take the
tranquilizing drug of gradnal-i
affirm that we will no longer
sit idly by in agonizing deprive- I
Lion and wait on others to pro• 1
vide our freedom. We will be
sadly mistaken if we think
freedom is some lavish dish'
that the federal government
and the white man will pass out
on a silver platter while the
Negro merely furnishes the at'
petite. Freedom is never vol-
untarily granted by the op-
pressor. It must be demanded
by the oppressed.
We must not wait for Pres-
ident Johnson to free us. Wel
must not wait for the Supreme
Court and Congress to fret us.'
We must not wait for Mayor
Daley to free us. These forces
will only respond when they
realize that we have a power-.
tion to free ourselves. We must! from any company that will not
desegregate our minds. We provide on-the-job training, and
must believe and know that we employ an adequate number of
are somebody. We must not' Negroes. Puerto Ricans, a n d
allow anybody to make us feel other ethnic minorities in
that we are inferior, higher paying jobs.
"We must appreciate our
great heritage. We must be
proud of our race. We must not
be ashamed of being black. We
must believe with\ all of our
hearts that black is as beauti-
ful as any other color.
This day we must declare
our own Emancipation Procla-
mation. This day we must com-
mit ourselves to make a n y
sacrifice necessary to change
Chicago. This day we must de
cide to fill up the jails of Chi.
ago, if necessary, in order to
end slums.
New Subscription Order
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50:
TO
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
•-• 
I Street Address Zoos, No. 
City State 
Sparkling CHAMPALE is the one for fun.
It bubbles like champagne, tastes
like champagne, yet costs just pft.nnies
more than beer. Join your friends...
buy CHAMPALE wherever beer is s'Adt's
SPARK LINg
CHAMPALE.
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ANY TIME 24 HRS. A On
tir "It's Better to
Sorrow At a Bank"
BOGALUSA. La. — (UPI) —
A Negro civil rights group
started a two-day, 20-mile pro-
test trek from here to the W.a.A
Ington Parish (County) seat ot
Franklinton, yesterday
to demonstrate what Ape rights
leader termed "the Ww need
for black power in Louisiana.
"Black power," the
new watchword for militants in
the civil rights movement, was
'inserted into the protest move-
Iment Saturday by LincolnLynch associate National di
rector of the Congress of Racial
Equality (CORE). CORE re-
cently adopted a "black power'
approach to civil rights.
Lynch, speaking by telephone
From New York, said be would
join the march, which is spon-
sored h% the Bogalusa Civic and
Voters League, a CORE affi-
liate.
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Qualified men and women are urgently needed to train for Data Processing Using IBM Equipment
HIGH PAY • SECURITY • OPPORTUNITY
A vital need exists for competent
men and women to fill the
personnel shortage created by
the expanded use of IBM equip.
merit. In government, science
and industry trained personnel
are in demand. As the installa-
tion of new equipment con-
tinues, the search for new people
becomes more critical.
Starting' salaries for trained
personnel with ability are high.




The "Computer Revolution" now sweeping Amor:apresents a once-in-a lifetime opportunity for thousands ofsiert and ambitious men and women — a unique oppor-tunity to exchange dull, dead-end jobs for fascinating,
high-Pay new careers, programming electronic computers.
If you bay. hod some High School training, 17-45 withon active, analytical mind, you can qualify for this fasci•looting work. No proyious training is nocessa ry.
YOU- may keep your present job
while training to WO IBM equip-
ment. To meet the demands of
industry and enable Qualified ncople
to enter this field A T I has
arranged day, evening and
Saturday (lasses. If you are
working, a convenient schedule can
be arranged for you.
I.B.M. Key Punch — Individual Attention Session
•
For information on how you can qualify for a career In Data Pro
cessing using I.B.M. equipment Call or Write
AUTOMATION TRAINING INSTITUTE
378 BEALE, MEMPHIS, TENN. PHONE 526.0591
Non 
Street Address 
City  Zone State
Horne Tel. No.  Ago Working Hours
'
* * • - * * 110. 18-0 49 ;1-` -4-4-11-•  -• 19 0-4
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Mass. GOP Brooke
T h e Massachusetts Republican
State convention gave overwhelming en-
dorsement to state Attorney General
Edward W. Brooke who is running for
the United States Senate. In a single roll
call, the convention game his 1.485 to
215 to his lone rival.
Brooke also had a ringing endorse-
ment from Sen. Thruston B. Morton
(R.. Ky.), the convention keynoter, who
said: "I look forward to serving with
him, we all do, from all parts of t h e
country, in the United States Senate."
Brooke is in his second two-year
term as Massachusetts attorney general.
K. Revels and B. K. Bruce. Yet today,
Mississippi is the state which is doing
everything in its power to deny Negroes
the right to the ballot box. And the bar-
barous episodes in recent years mark
that state as a humiliating handicap to
the march of democracy.
Election of Brooke to the U. S. Sen-
ate would go a long way toward
strengthening the Negro's faith in
American democracy. It would at the
same time increase the chances of the
Republican Party to regain the lost Ne-
gro vote or at least a reasonable per-
centage of it.
He was reelected in 1964 by a margin of Though Brooke is
nearly 800,000 in the election in which-his campaign along the
President Johnson and Democratic Sen- he is not avoiding the
ator Edward M. Kenziedy carried Massa-
chusetts by more than one million votes.
Should he win the election to the
Senate, he will be the first Negro to
have that honor since the days of Re-
construction. In 1881, Mississippi sent
two Negroes to the U. S. Senate: Hiram
not conducting
civil rights line,
issue as a gen-
eral aspect of American life. He said in
his acceptance:
"I do not believe that war is inevit-
able. I believe tha t we can create a
world in which men can live in peace
and respect for each other, and in free-
dom."
Dictator Mobutu
General Joseph Desire Mobutu, the
35-year-old army commander who made
himself President of the Congo Republic
in a bloodless coup six months ago, is
trying to keep himself in power by hang-
ing in Leopoldville's public squares his
political enemies.
A life-and-death struggle has be-
gun. Four leading political figures were
arrested recently and put to death be-
fore a crowd of more than 100.000 in the
nation's capital.
Despite pleas for clemency from the
United States and other countries, the
sentences were carried out. Their heads
covered by black hoods, the four accused
walked onto a gallows erected in Leo-
poldville's main square and were hanged
in the blazing sun to the blare of bugles.
The bodies were placed in four gilt-dec-
orated coffins lined with green silk.
General Mobutu's position is shaky
Indeed. In his brief period of rule, he has
antagonized the whole political class,
uniting it — in antipathy to himself —
for the first time since Belgium granted
freedom to the Congolese.
How long Mobutu can last, is a
matter of conjecture. The belief is held
in many quarters both at home and
abroad that his days are numbered. This
time, it will not be a bloodless coup. As
soon as as his enemies gather sufficient
strength and cohesion, they will make
the move that may plunge the Congo
once more into the dark night of a
bloody struggle for power.
The outcome may not be in doubt
for long. It is suspected that there are
strong figures in Mobutu's own army
who will join the rebels the moment
they think it safe to do so. Thus the
ancient maxim may once more be re-
peated in the life of a dictator — that









GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Horne of 1245 Quinn ave. cel-
ebrated their fiftieth wedding anniversary
on Sunday, June 26, and with them for the
AL' se:
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occasion were their children. Mrs. George
Ranks, Mrs. John W. Powell, Leonard Horne

















NEW YORK — The Negro's, ulation is less than one per cent than the average market.
buying power and purchasing ha- of the total suburban popula- The Negro neieliborhood mar-
bits are two of the least under- lion, the study focused on the.ket sells about 19 per cent less
stood aspects of the American central city area and reported produce than markets catering
consumer market. As a result, these facts: to all groups although the Ne-
many opportunities to serve this Negroes are sensitive. quality. gro has a strong preference for
ethnic group are being over-minded shoppers. It might truly 'bulk produce and spends more
looked. be said that the restrictions that ,for cherries, grapes, lemons,
These are among the latest make Negroes feel they are'watermelons, beans, onion
 s,
findings of the massive study, second-class citizens have tend- parsley, peppers, spinach, 
sweet
"Consumer Dynamics in the ed to make them first-class cus-'potatoes and yams. It is also
Super Market." The study is tomers, the study says. They noted that Negroes tend to 
switch
being conducted by Progressive
Grocer Magazine in cooperation
with The Kroger Company, the
nation's third largest grocery ducts reflects a need for higher purchases amount to 21 percent
retailer, and the Reuben H. Don- status. less than the average store. The
nelley Corporation, a leading Quality in food is generally ,study points out, however, that
research firm. put ahead of price slice they are Negro markets sell 12 percent
Negroes are buying the good determined to enjoy status sym-,more frozen fish and moat.
bols in an area where the alter- The study also shows that
natives are only minimally less sales in dairy products are
have more than doubled since costly. sliehtly above average in the Ne-
1950. Their education has vastly They are also seasifive to the gro market and 3 percent be-
improved. Negro enrollment in treatment they receive from low average in grocery product
college climbed front 23,000 in store personnel and generally sales as compared to other mar-
1940 to 220,000 in MO. rate a store on the following kets. Yet in the latter category,
Yet it is these same conditions , basis: convenience, 92 per Negroes are evceptional consune
which are improving the social 'cent; friendliness, 85 per cent;,ers of soft drinks.
and economic status of the Negro trading stamps, 54 per cent;i They respond to certain selling
that make it difficult to charac- good selection. 46 per cent; methods. Negro shoppers pre-
terite him as a customer, meat and produce. 43 per fer to purchase fresh fruits and
"The food store operator can- cent; and low prices, 16 per vegetables from bulk displays
not apply the same common de- cent, and frequently buys from special
nominators to all Negroes as They are becoming increasing- displays. They are generally dis-
consumers. Instead be must Ily affluent. The most recere es- trustful of multiple unit pricing.
!learn to recognize and under- limates show that the total an- The study points out that the
'stand the motivations-that char- nual income for the country's nsvehological relationship of
lacterize the distinctly different 4.8 million Negro families is market owners and Negroes isgroups that are emerging to- around $24 billion — an increase an especially crucial area. "To-
day." the study reveals. of over 2.5q- in just four years day, perhaps more than e'er
Since the Negro suburban pop- Some 35 per cent of the Negro before. Negroes are ultra-sensi-
working force now earns over tive to the treatment they re--- -
4150 a week and total food store ceive in all social and business
expenditures are estimated to contacts."
ibe over $4 billion with the aver They have strong ties with
age family spending $25.08 a their neighborhood social groups,
week. church organizations, and athle-
They have certain product pre- tic associations. Promotions that
ferences and purchase patterns.
Sales in the Negro neighborhood
super market indicate these considerably to create a neigh-
markets do about 12 percent borhood image for a store.
more in total meat sales than Retailers in Negro communi-
the average market. Negroes ties have found that displays
appear to be particularly heavy which have pictures of Negroes
huvers of pork and poultry pro- get far more attention from Ne-
ducts with he Negro markets gro shoppers than white custom.
selling 24 per cent more pork ers would give to displays show.
.13 Per cent more poultry ing white shoppers.
things in life, the study says.
Their average weekly incomes
La. Insurance
'Firm Is Sold
NEW ORLEANS — (NPI) —
The 42-year-old Douglas Life In-
surance Company has been sold
to a group headed by Ben D.
Johnson, president, Winnfield
Life Insurance Company, Nat-
chitoches, it was announced
last week.
Confirmation of. the sale was
made in a joint statement by
Johnson and Joseph Barthole-
snew. Douglas' president.
The Douglas firm was or-
ganized in 1924 by fiie late H.E.
Braden. Sr.
Johnson is founder and pres-
ent head of the Winnfield Life
Insurance Company, which was
"organized in 1932.
The groats which assumed
etmtrol of Douglas, also owns





prefer super markets (71%) and
their above-average insistence
on brand names and quality pro-
and
PASADENA. Calif — UPI)
— America's Surveyor space-
craft on the moon, a gallant
little guy with brain and heart
of cables and transistors, fought
a stubborn battle to stay alive
for science
"We don't know what's going
on," admitted a baffled spokes-
man for the California Institute
of Technology's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory here
Scientists Friday reported that
Surveyor was near death be-
cause the temperature of its
battery row to its design limit
of 140 degrees Fahrenheit.
"We thought it would be
dean Friday night' said a JPL
spokesman. "It could last for
several days or it could fail in
the next hour or two. It's one
of those things you can't tell."
luo
from canned to fresh and frozen
vegetable as their income rises.
In frozen food products, Negro
appeal to their group social or
fund-raising programs will help




The responsibility of leader-
ship is an awesome thing.
• This is one of the reasons I
have always shied away from
being labelled or trying to pro-
ject myself' as a leader.
We have some great leaders















special assistant to Governor
Rockefeller .
A group of Brooklyn citizens
came over to picket the gover-
ner's office on an issue regard-
ing middle-income housing. 1,
spoke to the leaders and offer-
ed my services to see if we
could open up lines of com-
munication between them and
the Governor.
I know the Governor is al-
  ways willing, within the bound-
aries of the tremendous pres-
sures under which he lives
daily, to try to help find rea-
sonable solutions to difficult
problems.
The demonstration leader, a
young man who is a beer com-
pany salesman at first took the
attitude that r was insincere,
,that I could not and would not
help.
He finally condescended to
return and talk with me. When
he returned, he brought along
a very polite lieutenant and a
few of the other people. My
beer salesman friend's atti-
tude was superior, supercilious,
antagonistic and, if one had no




then when we picked up a local
newspaper and read statements
allegedly issued by our beer
salesman friend — statements
which were calculated to
make him look like a great big
hero fighting certain windmills
named Rockefeller and Robin-
son. The impression was pro-
jected that we had insulted him,
refused to cooperate, et cetera,
We were stunned until we rea-
lized certain facts of life. This
young man is a candidate for a
political office. He is interested
In the kind of publicity which
will improve his political image.
There is nothing wrong with
that.
Except that I believe a lead-
er ought to be a person big
enough to tell the truth. I be-
lieve a leader ought to be a
person who will be honest in co-
operating with those who sin-
cerely wish to cooperate with
him.
I believe a leader should
truly work for a cause and not
back off when he sees help
coming to that cause because
be wants to continue to have
something to make noise about.
I believe a leader should not
have the kind of contempt for
people he leads that he leads





WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Moving soon' Rep. Carlton R.
Sickles, D-Md., says he will in-
troduce a bill that would make
your moving expenses tax de-
ductible.
Persons transferred from one
community to another and reim-
bursed by their employers may
. now deduct only the amount
We suggested that he invite spent for transporting himself,
other people inside the office his family and his belongings to
I to share our coffee and conver- the new location. Money spent
sation, but he said there was no
need for that. We insisted that
it seemed inhospitable to have
them waiting outside. He de-
clared, with what we could only
construe as a show of arrog-
ance, that they could wait.
We listened carefully to
the grievances. Our beer
salesman friend outlined them
Intelligently and we saw some
merit in his desires and ambi-
tions. We said we would bring
these matters to the Governor's
attention and seek to set up an
appointment with the Governor
and his group.
We added that the Governor
had already displayed interest
in this area because he had
asked us to meet with some
Brooklyn ministers to plan
state-sponsored construction for
the elderly and for nursing pur-
poses. Our beer salesman friend
got indignant when we mention-
ed Negro ministers. He took the
attitude that everybody thinks
the ministers are the end-all
and be-all. We assured him that
we did not believe this, but that
we did believe that one reaches
the most Negro people through
our churches.
Futhermore I believe t h e
Negro clergy has been our sal-
vation. I will continue to look to
them for advice and guidance.
We could not understand what
seemed to be a basic antagon-
ism against ministers, coming
from someone who considered
himself a community leader.
The meeting ended with
agreements. The group would
send us a letter, incorporating
the grievances and we would
try to arrange an appointment
on storage, meals and lodging
while traveling as well as tem•
porary living quarters are not
deductible.
Sickles bill would permit de-
ductions for those expenses
when transfer was primarily for
the benefit of the employer
rather than the employee. He
estimated the proposal would





WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A
prominent Episcopal Church
has cut its contribution to the
Washington Diocese to under
score its disaproval of the Dio-
cesan Bishop's work in civil
rights and other political mat
I In a letter to other Episcopal
!Churches in Washington, the
Vestry of All Souls Episcopal
Church disclosed intention of
cutting its contribution to 86,000
of a requested $11,800 for the
Diocesan Mission Funds. The
Diocese is headed by the Rt
Rev. Paul Moore Jr.
The 13 vestrymen said in their
letter they "do not want our
contributions to the Lord's work
used to propagandize contro-
versial state subjects such as
so-called 'fair employment.'
sale or rental of private prop-
erty. (and) termination of nu-
clear defense experiments while





WEDDING AT ST. THOMAS -- In a wedding of exceptional
beauty. Miss Paulette Brinkley, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John L. Brinkley. Jr., of 1271 S. Parkway East, be-
came the bride of Bernard Milton Porche, Jr., of Highland
Park. Mich.. and here they are shown with other mem-
bers of the wedding party. On front row, from left, are
Miss Lillie Ann Abrost, Miss Jacquelyn McAfee, Kansas
City, Mo.: Miss Eliee Reese, Miss Ann Burford, maid of
honor. Mr. and Mrs. Porche, held,- and groom; Dr. John
Loomis, hest man, &troll: Miss Georgette Marshall,
.3?
•
Muskogee, Okla.; and Misses Maia Porch. and Isabel
porehe, staters of the groom, Highland Park, Mich. On
back row, same order, are Bryon Milton, Jr., Detroit;
Woodrow C. Mitchell and Ralph Bailey, Washington,
unidentified altar boy; Rev. Joseph E. Leppert, who of-
ficiated; Mr. Brinkley, father of the bride: Bernard Porcbe.
father of the groom; Rudolph Porter, Detroit; Herman
A. Gilliam, Jr., and Theodore Pickett. Little flower girl in



















25" Bowl With Electric Rotisserie
and Deluxe Hood. 3 Positioh P.T.
Chrome Legs and Heavy Duty Wheels.
With $50.00 PURCHASE OR MORE
LIMIT (1) TO A CUSTOMER
Entire Stock Reduced
Buy With NO MONEY DOWN
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by homassille, classically Nimple, beautifully propor-
tioned for the smaller room. glowingiy lowly in diced
elierty veueets. l'hete are comp/wily styled storage
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emus anywheie in the house: And them are Wonderful
task, that lise quietly all .sscel: lung, come alive to
double their size (with leaven) for your v,cclend eater-
tainiuz. Let 144 iLltUdilIGG you to Lumatmedy,.s.wa.
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"The only way to multiply happiness is to divide it." Paul
Scherer.
Our column was nipped off last week just at the point where
where we were telling you about the parties given before the
Brinkley-Porch' nuptials.
We had gotten as far as the Anne Burford party and had
listed all of the guests except Ann's aunt, JaneJohnican; her
cousin, Cherry Miller, and her godmother, 011ie Williams.
And down the PARKWAY that same Friday night HAR•
MET!' and MACE() WALKER rolled out the red carpet of
hospitality and entertained all the out-of-town guests, some of
whom had just driven in from DETROIT in the "AMYRE II."
the fabulous liuidcruiser of AMYRE' and DR. RUDY PORTER,
aunt and uncle of the groom.
Other relatives of the groom aboard the private coach
replete with kitchen unit, air conditioner, tape recorder, stereo,
wall-to-wall carpet, television, powder room, shower and other
utterly fabulous et ceteras, were the Porter children, RUDY,
JR., who was an usher in the wedding; AMYRE, VICKY and
DENISE, DR. SAMUEL BYRON MILTON, uncle and BYRON,
Jr,. another usher, and other cousins, SUANE and DR, JOHN
LOOMIS (he was best man) MAYUMI PORCHE and a friend
of the family CHICO SORIANO.
They joined the throng of other out-of-town relatives
we mentioned last week plus
whom;
the bride's cousins who had just
deplaned from CHICAGO, LETTIS and ROBERT STONE, NE-
VADA and BARRY STONE and the groom's aunt MARGUE-
RITE RANDALL of Flint, Mich. who'd flown in with her
mother and the groom's maternal grandmother, MRS. CLAY-
TON E. FOX, from Ann Arbor, Michigan. Incidentally ESTHER
LaMARR who was houseguest of the Walkers was with Harriett embroidered luncheon set. They'd like to thank those who
and Maceo knew her and Marguerite when he gave the lovely and useful gifts but so far have been unable to
University of ; 
do so.
SATURDAY, JULY 16, 1966
Michigan. On the scene and 
enjoying the delectable shrimp-stuffed to-
at TUSKEGEE,
was studying for his Master's Degree at the
new at your beauty shop from Gillette!
the truly different
permanent curl relaxer
goes on cool stays cool!
Forget hot combs and stinging chemicals. Now from the
laboratories of Gillette comes this truly different
curl relaxer. Epic goes on cool—stays cool.
It's so gentle your hairdresser needn't wear gloves—yet
it relaxes even the lightest curls. Color-treated hair?
No problem! Epic won't revert—in rain or heat.
It lasts and lasts. Actually conditions your hair. Leaves
just enough body for the new smooth hairstyies. Your hairdresser
knows there's never been anything like Epic. Try it!
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i Mrs. Callie Lentz Stevens was
guest speaker at the special
Women's Day program at the
Greenwood CME church on Sun-
day afternoon, which climaxed
the annual observance.
The women had charge of
services beginning with Sunday
School with guest teachers. The
review was given by Mrs. D.
Hayes.
The morning sermon was de-
livered by the pastor, Rev. E.
L. Brown.
Mrs. Etta Lee Hoggsett was
chairman of Women's Day, and





A sum of $167 was prsented to
Dr. Hollis Price of LeMoyne
College for the Sloan
Foundation, by Mr.
Earl Greene. a member of the
Hiawatha Art and Social Club
last week. This was part of the
long established club's program
of civic activity.
The club held its monthly
meeting at the residence of
Mrs. Zane Ward in May, and
at the home of Mrs Mary
Murphy, 688 Tate in June.
A large percentage of the
members have contributed to
the financial support of the
Club's Scholarship Fund.
Mrs. Wars was a delegate to
the Tennesee Federation which
was held in Murfreesboro,
Tenn. She is the elected Pres-
ident of the City Federation
of Clubs.
Members present at the last
meetings were: Mrs. Mildred
Crawford, Mrs. Willa Briscoe,
Mrs. Earl Greene, Miss. Maggie
Newsome, Mrs. Lucy Fowlkes,
Mrs. Mary D. King, Mrs. W.A.
Bisson, Mrs. Race Tardy, Mrs.
Lillie Kirllon, Mrs. M. J.
Owens, Mrs. Thelma G. Hooks.
With Mrs. Winnie F. Hill, Pres-
ident, and Miss Birdie C. Lenoir
secretary.
The Hiawatha Social Club
is one of the city's and Mid-
South's oldest and most success-











































limire in the Pepsi generation!
The party was gay with an informal air. The ever person.
able and attractive Harriett received in pretty, bold colored
flowered hostesses pants while Maceo sported a bright colored
shirt picked up in HAWAII.
Memphians on hand to greet the jovial hunch were MAR-
GARET and DR. FRED RIVERS, JEWEL and DR. OSCAR
SPEIGHT who'd traveled last winter with the MILTONS
who're PINOCHLE members who sponsored the jaunt to the
JAMAICAN ISLANDS as did the Walkers; RUTH and ROBERT
LEWISwho'd also met them at other pinochle activities in DE-
TROIT and CANADA; (the Lewises and the Walkers had just
driven in the day before from HOUSTON where they'd attend-
ed four days of ball games at the fantastically beautiful ASTRO-
DOME) AUGUSTA CASH, LEOLA GILLIAM, LILLIAN CAMP-
BELL, LAWRENCE PATTERSON, our co-scribe JEWEL HUL-
BERT who'd driven in from BATON ROUGE where she's study-
ing on a grant at Southern University for the summer, and of
course the parents of the bride, JUANITA and JOHN BRINK-
LEY, who were puzzled then and are still so over three wedding
gifts with no cards — a Teflon skillet, white towels and a green
TONY was around with the young crowd, and CANDY,
who's quite the little lady, was busy helping her mother enter-
tain and proudly serving chocolate cake which she'd made just
for "the folks."
The SPEIGHTS and RIVERS entertained the visitors
the Speight home Saturday night after the wedding.
The MESDAMES MILTON, ISAURE (MRS. SAMUEL B.)
and PAULINE (MRS. BOYNTON) flew to NEW ORLEANS
which is their birthplace before returning to their homes in
Detroit. Pauline found time to drop by and chat with RACHEL
and DR. A. B. CARTER whom she knew from their visits with
CORRINE and DR. J. B. MARTIN, Jr., in DETROIT.
The Rudy Porters and their entourage drove on to AUS-
TIN, TEXAS which is Dr. Porter's native home and also
planned to visit GENEVA and DR. NOLAND ANDERSON in
Marshall. The Andersons and their sons NOLAND,--JR., and
ROLAND were here not too long past visiting the OSCAR
SPEIGHTS. They'd been to his twentieth reunion at MEHAR-
RY.
MORE WEDDING TALK: we were pleasantly surprised
to receive a wedding announcement from the CHARLES PHIL-
LIPS with the news that their daughter MARIE ELIZABETH
"BETTY" was married to JESSE BEASON ADAMS, JR., on
the fourth of June in St. Mary's Chapel, National Cathedral,
Washington, D. C.
The young couple is at home in SILVER SPRING, MARY-
LAND. BETTY is a graduate of CARVER HIGH and HOWARD
UNIVERSIV. She's one of our CO-ETTES. The Phillips were
members or the staff and faculty of LeMOYNE when they
lived here. They're now in NORTH CAROLINA where he's
teaching at NORTH CAROLINA STATE COLLEGE.
STATE MEETINGS: The local Dental group held a state
meeting here recently with sessions at the UNIVERSITY OF
TENNESSEE DENTAL SCHOOL. The auxiliary met at the
SARAH BROWN YWCA.
There were cocktail parties, luncheon dinners
where-with-all that made a crowded and enjoyable
meet.
Some ,of the visiting dentists and their wives were DR.
and MRS. kr-S:KILGORE from Johnson City. She's vice presi-
dent of the women and presided in the absence of PREXY
MRS. W. R. BELL from Jackson; DR and MRS. THEODORE
BOLDEN, (she's a physician and was in school at MEHARRY
when MARGARET RIVERS was there in Dental Hygiene);
Dr. and Mrs. J. B. Singleton all from Nashville; and DR. W.
R. BELL from Jackson.
Extending the long arm of hospitality to them were DR.
and MRS. CHARLES PINKSTON, (he's PRESIDENT of the
local group); DR. and MRS. JOHN JORDAN, (she's at the
helm of the auxiliary); DR. and MRS. FRED RIVERS, DR.
and MRS. THERON NORTHCROSS, DR. and MRS. I. A. WAT-
SON, SR. and JR., DR. H. B. MARTIN, DR. and MRS.
GEORGE WEST, DR. and MRS. CLEO C. KIRK, DR. and
MRS. A. B.. CARTER, DR. R. M. THARPE, DR. and MRS.
FRANK WHITE, DR. and MRS. BOOKER T. HODGES, MRS.
0. B. BRAITHWAITE, MRS. A. W. JEFFERSON, DR. and
MRS. R. Q. VENSON, DR. and MRS. A. K. SMITH, DR. and
MRS. V. A. SMITH, JR., DR. W. S. YARBROUGH and DR.
C. J. BATES.
And during that same week the medical men were meeting
in Nashville. They had a golf tournament before the business
session arid taking advantage of this were DR. H. H. JOHNSON,
DR. W. 0. SPEIGHT, JR., and DR. and MRS. A. E. HORNE.
Others also attending were DR. and MRS. W. 0. BISSON and
DR. and MRS. E. W. REED.
WITH THE CLUBS: CAROLE JAMISON was hostess to
the Elite Bridge Club at the Sheraton Motor-Inn, with GERRI
LITTLE as co-hostess.
JUSTINE GILLIAM, vice president of the group presided
in the absence of proxy HARRIETT' YOUNG who was in Nash-
ville visiting her parents. Prizes were perfumes and boudoir ac-
cessories and the winners were OTHA SERMONS, HATTIE





PAINTED ALUMINUM STORNI, SLIM.
 $1119.00
1 FT. By 10 PT. 
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and bridge were OSSIE CARTER, MOZELLE 
W1L-
JUANITA CHAMBERS, ELMA DELK and FANNIE
PEARLINE GRANDBERRY was abed at Crump Hos-
pital and was missed by her members.
The Memphis Contract Bridge Club is busy 
organizing a
KIBITZER CLUB for new bridge players lc stimulate Interest
In 
Officers of the Memphis Contract Bridge club are WALTER
FLobeltvtEerRsbridpregesiodnenthe 
part of the beginning player.t
; CARRIE SCOTT, vice-president; LILA
DUMAS, secretary and MARVIN TARPLEY, treasurer. DR.
WALTER FLOWERS is tournament director.
CALLIE STEVENS decided to luxuriate Over the Fourth of
July week-end in a suite at the RIVERMONT and then on the
spur of the moment decided she'd entertain her bridge club, the
SOPHISTICATES, along with the nieces and nephews of two of
the members.
Reveling in the services afforded by the posh establish-
ment and enjoying the grown-up company were BERNIE BAR-
BER'S nieces and nephew SHARON, LYNETTE and LAW-
RENCE ALEXANDER from Denver and Ceneta Quail's niece
SANDRA CROWDER from Nashville.
Sophisticates along with Bernice and Ceneta heeding Cal-
lie's call were BOOTS1E SPEIGHT, MARGARET RIVERS,
RUTH LEWIS, and GWEN POSTON.
Sunday found Callie appearing as a T.V. panelist on the
forum of the ROUNDTABLE OF CHRISTIANS and JEWS.
She's an accomplished speaker, you know.
VISITORS: ROBBYE CLARKE drove down in her new
yellow car from her home in HAMPTON, VA., to bring her
young son BOBBY to spend the summer with her parents, the
CHARLES JOHNSONS on SOUTH PARKWAY and her little
sister, CHERYL.
FELTON EARLS, JR., was home for a week or so visiting
his parents, the SENIOR EARLS before starting his senior
year at HOWARD UNIVERSITY MEDICAL SCHOOL. Seems
that the seniors work a full year in that last year.
MR. and MRS. RAYMOND MINOR of NEW ORLEANS
were here visiting their aunt and uncle REV. and MRS. EL-
MORE STEVERSON on Rayner. Raymond is with the ST.
BERNARD BANK in New Orleans and HELENJO is a Medi-
cal Technologist at Louisiana State University.
The couple was extended courtesies by REV. WILLIAM
MORRISON, MR. and MRS. LUCIOUS BOLDEN, MISS MARIE
BRADFORD and Miss BERNICE LEWIS.
ANNE BARTHOLOMEW HARRIS was home visiting her
parents CAFFREY and SALLIE BARTHOLOMEW on SOUTH
PARKWAY. Anne is working as COUNSELOR this summer with
the Federal project of "UPWARD BOUND," at KNOXVILLE
COLLEGE.
WILLIAM LANE from CLEVELAND, TENNESSEE was
here over the holiday week-end visiting his daughter and son-
in-law, WA and WENDELL "TOP" SAWYER and their wee
one WILLIAM SHERMAN.
TRAVELERS: SARAH HURT, JESSIE VENSON, LILLIAN
THOMPSON and FRANKIE BOLTON represented their sorori-
ty CHI ETA m at the Boule of the national nurses sorority at
the Holiday-Inn in Montgomery, Alabama,
JOHNETTA KELSO jetted off for LOS ANGELES where
she'll be guesting with MARJORIE PUGH, daughter of the
SENIOR R. S. LEWIS. Whileon the West Coast Johnetta
will take in the NAACP convention. She's a life member, you
know, and will also attend the AKA Houle, She's also a life
member of the sorority and served as basileus of the local
capter for about five years.
CORA and McCANN L. REID, daughter ANGELA KIM, and
niece BRENDA CATCHINGS are back home after a motor trip
which carried them to Mammoth Cave in Kentucky, the General
Conference of Seventh Day Adventists in Detroit, where they
stopped with her brother Clarence Isabel and wife; Canada,
Niagara Falls, which they viewed from the Canadian side;
TIshaebyell,atiesr
Westover Air Force Base, Mass., where they were guests of
Lt. and Mrs, John J. Taylor, Jr. Mrs. Taylor, the former Mari-
lyn s youngest sister.
Gristorpap'ed brothers in Baltimore and
fice and lunched with him in the House of Rrepresentatives'
Washington, D. C.; visited Congressman George Grider's of-
restaurant and took the early morning tour of the White House
ahead of the hundreds of tourists. The Congressman's office
made arrangements for them to make the tour when he learn-
ed they would be in the District of Columbia,
sInetastown end union cep.
 C S S




hunireds n freih, lovely fashions reduced to clears . . •
both casual and dressy styles in a wonderful selection of
fabrics, including knits.
orig. 10.00 to 70.00
99 to 5 499
Shop bofh shores for hist selection and values!
STOUT SHOPPE
DOWNTOWN • 64 S. MAIN • 521.6476
UNION AV!. • 1/42 UNION • 274.2065
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David Flagg was best man.Music for the ceremony v..as Ushers included James Jones,furnished by Samuel Spann nr--- Jimmie Russell, Bruce Walker,ganist, and vocalists, Miss Ann John Henderson, Roy Logan, andFletcher and Mrs. Mertis Ewell. James Cox. The.ring bearer was
Darrell Stanton.
The wedding was planned and
directed by Mrs. Francis K.
Flagg and Mrs. D. M. Patter-bert F. White of 1798 Blair Hunt
drive. son.
WEDDING AT PENTECOSTAL — Members of the Reeves-
White wedding party are shown in the sanctuary of the
Pentecostal Temple Church of God in Christ following
the recent nuptials. On first row, from left, are little
Misses Phyllis Henderson, Linda Snow, and ringtiearer,
Darell Stanton. On second row, from left are Miss Carolyn
Wilson, Mrs. Barbara Edmonson, Misses Mary Porter and
Helen Chamberlin, bridesmaids; and James Jones, Jimmy
Russell, Bruce Walker and James Cox, ushers. On rear row,
same order, are Misses Dorothy Patton and Bobbie Reeves,
Mrs. Estelle Henderson, matron of hour, the bride and
groom, Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. White; Bishop J. 0. Patter-
son, Sr., David Flagg, best man; John Henderson and
Ray Logan.
Teachers United In Rites At Pentecostal
The Pentecostal Temple length gowns with trains fall.
Church of God in Christ was ing from the shoulders, and
carried bouquets of pink carnathe recent setting for the wed- 
tion.ding of Miss Gaynell Reeves to
Robert S. White. Officiating at 
Flo%Ner girls were Phyllis Y
Henderson and Linda Snow,at the ceremony was the pas-
tor, Bishop J. 0. Patterson, Sr. 
nieces of the bride.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Reeves of
1841 Waverly. and the groom
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ro-
Given in marriage by her fa-
ther, the bride's gown had an
organdy silk bodice and a scal-
loped neckline. The silk organ-
za skirt featured a chapel-length
train. Her illusion floor-length
veil was attached to a pearl
and lace head peice. She car-
ried a bouquet of white orchids.
Bride's Attendants
Mrs. Estella R. Henderson
was her sister's matron of hon-
or. The bridesmaids were Miss-
es Mary L. Porter, Helen Cham-
berlin, Dorothy Patton, Carolyn
Wilson, and Bobbie Reeves and
Mrs. Barbara H. Edmonson. Ryan, Miss Gwen Jones, Mrs.
The attendants wore pink .floor Sophai Ware, Mr. Oliver H.
Johnscn, Mrs. Dorothy Sauls-
berry, Mrs. Helen Flagg and
Mrs. L. E. Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. White are at
The Reception
The reception was held in the
Virginia Gates Hall of the;
church. Assisting were Mrs.'
Veronica Jones, Mrs. Veletta
Walthal, Mrs. Sarah Mitchell,.
Miss Maxine Creath, Mrs. Ge-1
raldine Walthal and Miss Dona
Walthal.
Among the guests were Mrs
Myrtle Fisher, Mrs. Josephine
Strong, Mr. and Mrs. C. Brown
Mrs. Tome E. Bratcher, Miss'
Queen Turnipseed, Mr. and Mrs.
John Roland, Mr. and Mrs. C.
H. Oglesby, Mr. Bernie Hall,
Mrs. Helen Batts, Mr. Charles
YOU CAN START LOSING
WEIGHT THIS WEEK!
IT'S EASY WITH SLENDER4'. by P.D.A.
This marina slenderfzfng formula, available With 110 ore.
scription, can help you become the slim and trim person
you want to Sel simply take a small Siender-X tablet
before sect meal. Slender-X goes to work immediateiy to
put an end to your wisely* food craving. As Slender.X
helps you stop your extra food Intake, it starts you on the
way to a more attractive you .. . And. it does it without
string you that "keyed up," nervous feeling you get with
other tablets.
IT REALLY WORKS!
Mom many pounds do you want to lose . . 10, 30. even
45 pounds . . . or more? You can do it with Siender-X
just like people are discovering all over the country. You
have nothing to lose except those unsightly pounds. And.
If you aren't completely satisfied, you'll get your money
beck. So Set on the road to a better=ing you this week!
GET IT TODAY AT YOUR D;Wli COUNTER
SLENDER-r
Or Just Mail This Coupon
To:
52.11. 84.111
/ rtant In stint losist wright lex of Pas ef
this neigh. Mail mc a lull tablets tablets
21-Day Supply 01 SIsatles-X glees yeti gives yes
for hilt 52.98 . . or a 42- *21-day a 42-Day
Oar hitt $4.98 $11/0 Y. Supply.




CITY  Zone STATF
CI chant. 0 r.n.n. 0 Pa.--Aust Unclosed
ORIOLE DRUGS
1014 Mississippi At Walker
Memphis, Tennessee 38126
ALL THREE JOHNSON'S PUBLICATIONS
DELIVERED TO YOUR HOME




JET - EBONY - TAN
JET 208 ISSUES PLUS TWO
EBONY  AS ISSUES
TAN  A8 ISSUES
MUST BE EMPLOYED IN MEMPHIS AND HAVE A PHONE
triter my order for publications listed above. I eitm to rece.ve
all issues at the rate of 25r a wreek. (Paid Monthly.)
Nom•
Address
Apt. No. Zip Code 
Ph•ne No. 
Age Dote of Birth
EmPr By Hom• After 
FULVALUE READERS SERVICE
207 HICKMAN BUILDING MEMPHIS, TENN. 31103
home at 595 Alice st. Both are
graduates of LeMoyne college
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- THE PERFECT GIFT
ORDER BLANK
SYCAMORE SALES CO.
BOX 199, GLENCOE. ILL. 60022-I enclose 56 .50
per dozen, plus 15c &ptng and handling charge
Please send we_
















PHONE 946 • 3389
Two pieces of dough are shaped into long
rolls—(the "Soft Twist" cannot effectively be •
accomplished with a single piece of dough).
The two pieces of dough are "twisted"
together. This starts the process of squeez-
ing all air pockets out of the dough.
The 'Soft Twist'' dough is placed in
pans where the "rising" action tightens
the "twist" and continues the process
of squeezing out remaining air pockets.
"Soft Twist" thus improves the texture and
maintains a better moisture balance in the loaf
and baking completes the process—sealing in









The two little girls were Mrs. Small said 
she had
known for holding each other's
hands -when they walked to-
gether. They were holding hands
when they were killed together
her of Sardis and Trigg.
ob-
served the children as they left
her home. There were no cars
parked in sight on Trigg Ave.
The two girls were struck;;scene of an accident, no driver's
down as they left the home of
one of their young playmates, 
license, no inspection sticker, no
a child of Mr. and Mrs. J. J. city sticker,
 and defective
Small, who live near the cor- brakes.
in midafternoon last Saturday flue at the time. They were
near the intersection of Sardis holding hands as they started
and Trigg Avenue . Leketa 
Renee Richardson. 5 years old, across the street. She said in a
and Vivian Humphry. matter of seconds she heard a
They were first cousins. the 
esting to note the improvement the guest speaker here two
children of sisters, Mrs. Jane thud, look out of her door to of Prep League cagers by the 
years ago at the annual Jay-
Richardson, 1350 Sardis Street, see both children sprawled in r time the 
r 0 H s cee's Attil-Aes of the Year ban-
and Mts. flyby Humphrey. 1369 the street near the south curb. 
quet, is a very articulate indi-
,around. vidual. My guess woiild be that
Sardis. Both mothers, wheh The had been by a car.i
asked how many children they 
s The }nib school coaches were if 
he is pushed too hard with
had, echoed each other with the The driver, 
identified as Ed-rcontacted and aske:: to submit 
the afore-mentr,ned ultimatum,
Eri.wn mi.;' coewler an earl::
reply, "Well. I had five ... die Ward Jr.. 30, 820 Grove, was rosters of participants. A mini- iet•rement ot let han.1
now I have four". They were. arrested in a minute after the
being interviewed in the pre- 
mum of three players from the Modell is in business to make.
girls were struck, and charged.
sence of their own mothers,I same school could 
play with a money and it is highly improba-
Mrs. Hettie B. Stepter, 1353i w
ith second degree murder. Al-; team. The squads were divided 
ble that Cleveland won't iron out
man, 995 Texas Street. 
into eight players which affords' 
its differences with the Koufax
of pro football.Sardis, and Mrs. 
Hattie Free.i so placed against him were city .
l and state charges of leaving the]each player with the opportu-
nity to see more action.
In addition to the high school-1
ers there is a college divisionl
comprised of area collegians
and June graduates. Freddie
Robinson, who was one of the i
most sought after basketballl
players in the Mid-South beforep
signing to play for Memphis!
State next season, is one of
several young college prospects
keeping in shape this summer,
by playing in the park league.
The former Rosa Fort star
from Tunica, Miss. is playing
summer ball while working for
a local car dealer. Robinson is
the first Negro scholarship eag-
er in Memphis State's history.
Coach Dean Ehlers considers
Robinson one of MSC's top re-
cruits in years. The affable Eh-
lers was able to get Robinson
inked to a Tiger pact only after
making several trips to the
homes of various members of
the Robinson family and by
out-maneuvering a score of com-
peting colleges.
cation in Europe with a Hotly-
wood movie company where be
is one of the actors in a forth-
coming World War II epic. The
completion date of the fi'm is
beyond the scheduled reporting
time for Browns gridder s.
Brown's decision to finish t h e
movie has caused Modell to is-
Vote thr Honesty in Government
I WILL....
. work for a fakir split cs4 County
Tax DoHors
work to operate County
Government under a Rule of
Low — not a Rule of Men.
work formrbon facilities for
urban residents, regardless
of City Boundaries.
work to attract new industry,
such as RCA, which will
provide more lobs and better
Pay •
work to continue the improve-
ment of our road systern ond
to provide safer and better
traffic control.
work for the protection of
County employees through o
Hatch Act.
work to see that each citizen,
no matter where he lives or
what is his race, creed or
religion, is given fair and












Seagram's Extra Dry/ the perfect martini gin
!MGM IIISTIMIS COIIPANY. 111.V C.90 PtOnr 91F.T t Ott GIN fent Alicklue
Sports Horizon
SUIHMER BASKETBALL
At the last glance the sum
mer ba•ketball league sponsor-
ed by the Memphis Park Com-
mission was going great guns
at Gast in Comm'intc Center
This is the first sumiter for
the prog:•am which was initiat-
ed primarily to upg..ade the
caliber c, basketball played Ir.
West T-!..inessee. It'll be inter-
next se ISO't
TENN. ADOPTS LOUIS
The man who gave to boxing
perhaps more than any other ,
gladiator to enter the squared,
circle unexpectedly became an;
honorary son of Tennessee re-
cently.
Visiting Nashville to play in
a golf tourney, former world
heavyweight boxing champion
Joe Louis found himself becom-
ing an honorary citizen of the
Volunteer State before leaving
Ifor another engagement.
Louis was cited in a certift-
'cate presented by Governor
Frank Clement that read "to
one of America's sons who has
grown greater witn the passing
years. who by his example andj
patriotism has become an even
bigger man out of the r i n
where he won wide acclaim "
A special cabinet session was
called to welcome the Bro.vn
Bomber.
REPORT OR ELSE!
It is a little early to draw
any conclusions, but the air is
filled wtih speculation over the
possible showdown between
NFL rushing leader Jim Brown
and Art Modell, owner of the
Cleveland Browns.
The all-time b a 11 carrying




MOSCOW — (UPI) —Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi of In-
dia flew into Moscow to re-
quest Soviet officials to try
to end the war in Viet Nam.
The prospects were dim.
Premier Alexei N. Kosygin
went straight to the airport
from a Red Square funeral of
a long-time party colleague to
welcome Mrs. Gandhi and es-
cort her down a flag bordered
boulevard to the city ,center.
sue a statement that Brown will
be suspend ,d if he Joesn't show
Up on time.
The gre•it C'tveland fullback.
company has made it possible for persons with curly hair
to request shampoos and sets. The customer shown here
switched to the cool, effective curl relaxer which is ef-
fective on all naturally curly hair, whether long or short,
whether dyed or color treated. With an Epic permanent,
given by her hairdresser, the customer feels confident and





At A Special Low Price
For Fairlane's Sale of the Year
ONLY . . . . $2095
If you want to do al/ your own shifting, the 4-speed is
for you. Pewterer's optional 4-.peed manual tranernis-
eon (available with V-s.) is fully synchronised with
higher numerical ratio in first !CS/ Gives fast takeoff
from standing start. Floor-mounted shift lever has pan-
nve reverse-gear kaput
Special with the Fairlane GTA is new Sport Shift
Orville-0441de Drive, which permits both manual
as/automatic shifting. For manual gear changing, move
shift lever back to Low (1) and upehift through 2nd
()) and into High or Drive (D). For fully automatic
shifting, simply move lever so Drive and go'
FAIRLANES FAIRLANES FAIRLANES
Finance Plan 10 Fit Everyone's Pocket
$59" DOWN $59" PER MONTH
A Limit Amount For Special Sale - So . .
Come cut to Herff on Summer today — It will only
take a minute to make your deal!
BETTER BUY AT
HERIFF FORD
162450 SUMMER AVE. 458-1151 A
714,766 PEOPLE CAME TO THE RACES *





JOIN THE FUN AT SOUTHLAND'S SEASON'66
c.i.upton pres.&gen.mgr.
post time 8p.m. daily double 1st & 2nd races big perfecta
quinelas every race 11 races nightly except sunday sorry no minors
5 minutes from memphis acres of free parking matinee every sat.
air condrtioned level racing june through october
admission 25 cents interstate .55 west memphis,arkansas
NIGHTLY EXCEPT SUNDAY THRU OCT. 4th
I
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Mr. and Mrs. King Dandridge
of 1659 S. Wellington at. have
announced the engagement of
their daughter, Miss Olivia An-
netta Stone, to Frederick M.
Toca, son of Mr. and Mrs. Al-
bert Toca of New Orleans, La.
The wedding will take place
on August 20 at the St. Thomas
Catholic church of Memphis.
Miss Stone attended Father
Bertrand High school and Xa-
vier university in New Orleans,
and is presently doneing gradu-
ate work at Memphis State uni-
versity in New Orleans, and is
presently cloning graduate work
at Memphis State university
from which she expects to re-
ceive the master of arts de-
gree this summer.
While a student at Xavier, she
was president of the Gamma
Sigma Sigma Service Sorority,
a member of the Legion of Mary
and a dormitory assistant
Mr. Toca was graduated from
the Xavier Preparatory High
school and recieved his bache-
lor of science degree from X
vier university where he was
president of the Medical Tech-
nology department, and be-
longed to the Legion of Mary
and the Drama club.
The prospective bridegroom
presently employed at the Uni-




The invitation to come and
share with them the joy of their
parents being married forty
years, were sent to relatives
and friends by the children of
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel H. Barnett
on 12th Avenue. They came and
the delight of all present was
evidenced by the spirit that pre-1
veiled.
The children, Guy, Bobby G,
and Miss Ora Barnett of Hum-
boldt; O.B. and Mrs. miry
Barnett Robinson of MEMPHIS,
and Tommy Barnet of
Nashville, made every effort to
make the day a glad one and a
grateful one in that God had
been so good to them to give
them parents who have been
instrumental in them getting
to this point in life.
Many useful gifts were
brought to the honorees in honor
of t h e occasion. After
congratulations a n d refresh-
ments the guest departed
wishing for them many more
happy years together. One spec-
ml guest from Memphis war
Miss Ester Pulliam. a special
friend of one of the sons.
At home visiting parents and
friends are Mr. and Mrs. Sher-
man Garrett, Jr. son and
family of the senior Sherman
Garretts. With them is their
daughter Karen. They hail
from Charlotte, North Carolina.
Aeronautics school in Murfrees-
boro learning to fly. He and
Mr. Chas. Williams, who is also
there in school will be flitting
around in a very short time.
Pottios Traded
PITTSBURGH — (U P I) —
Former Notre Dame star My-
ron Pottios was traded by the
Pittsburgh Steelers to the Los
Angeles Rams for a high draft
choice. Pottios, a linebacker,
was runner-up for Rookie-of-





In a privaee ceremony at St.
Andrew AM& church last Sun-
day afternoon, Miss Shirley Be-
atrice Newby became the bride
of Roosevelt Ratliff, Jr. Officia-
ting at the ceremony was the
pastor, Rev. Elmer M. Martin.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Newby of
1850 Hearst St. The groom's par-
ents are Mr. and Mrs. Roose-
velt Ratliff, Sr., of 1392 Rich-
mond at.
Mins Maude Ann Hamilton
was the bride's only attendant.'
Alfred Green, Jr., was best man.
The bride is a graduate of
Tennessee ASiI State university.
where she received her bache-
lor of science dcgree in socio-
logy.
While in college, she was a
member of the Memphis, Soc-
iology and Young Democrat
clubs, the Young Women's
Christian Association, the Libra-
ry staff and the Henkel Hall
club.
Mr. Ratliff is also a graduate
of Hamilton High school and at-
tended Alabama State college,
where he recieved the bachelor
of science degree in history.
He was a member of the col-
lege football team and received
a number of awards for sports-
manship. He belonged to Sigma
Rho Sigma Honor society, the
History club, and was named to
'Who's Who Among Students in










'Hiring Qualified Personnel. High School
Not Necessary. No Age Limit. 'Day Or
Evening Classes, Air Conditioned
Visit Or Call 527-55011
CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE—SUITE 877
sines " He is a member of K:ip
pa Alpha Psi fraternity.
The bride is presently em-
ployed as a telephone operator
with the American Telephone
and Telegraph company.
'The couple will live in Tulsa,
Okla., where the groom is em-
ployed as a history teacher and








Political Adv. paid for by Orgill
Committee, J. D. Narshol I, Chmn.
VOTE — ELECT - VOTE
ERNEST C. WITHERS
COUNTY COURT 2nd District
Sen. Section Atoll. 4, 1966
A man willing to servo
Your vote and influence—I need
NATIONAL DISTILLERS CITED • - • Nat-
tional Distillers was selected by the Locality
Mayor's Committee of New York as a 1966
recipient of its "Equal Opportunity Award."
New York State Atty. General Louis Lef-
kowitz, center, is seen presenting the award
to Earl McMurray, left, vice president of
National distillers, during the recent In.
augural Ball for the newly elected mayor
of Harlem held at the Hotel Commodore.
Atty. General I.efkowitz presided at the
ceremonies presenting awards and adm-
inistering the oath of office to the newly
elected mayor of Harlem. Adding his con-
gratulations is Reuben J. Patton, president
of the Locality Mayors' Committee.
Success is The Theme
For NIA's convention
The new optimism among Ne- In additon to Mr. Gilliam,
gro-owned life insurance com-
panies is reflected in the theme
of the National Insurance Asso-
ciation's 46th annual conven-
vention to be held in Durham.
N. C., July 18-21.
"Designs for Success — Plan-
ning, Product, Service" is the
word frame work against which
350 executives and sales lead-
ers of 45 companiesivill share
their ideas and exp iences in
the four-day meeting.
The theme represents a right
angle turn from the mood of a
decade ago when Negro firms
were concerned with the ques-
tion of survival. The mood of
uncertainty had been brought on
by literally hundred of new
company formations by whites
and a new general policy by
major white companies of ac-
cepting Negro risks.
Anticipated competition for
manpower and markets and in-
creased costs for doing business
whether by new procedures or
old, added to the worry.
The Durham convention will
hear a major report by H. A.
Gilliam, senior vice president of
Universal Life Insurance com-
pany and retiring president of
MA.
After a year in office and vis-
its to nearly half of the mem-
ber companies, Mr. Gilliam
concludes they are now in "their
finest hour."
the convention will be addressed
by Floyd Bragg, vice president
of Prudential Life; Burkett Hu-
ey, executive vice president of
the Life Insurance Agency Man-
agement association; Norman
president of Golden . • • • •
State. Mutual Life Insurance,
and Murray Marvin, director of
planning of North Carolina Mu-
tual Life Insurance company.
The convention will hold ses-
sions in the new 12-story North
Carolina Mutual Home office
building and in the Jack Tar
hotel.
In addition to Mr. Gilliam,
Gerald T. Howell of Universal
Life and Maceo A. Sloan,
CLU, North Carolina Mutual,
will be in charge of major sec-
tions of the 12-session agenda.
STRIKE ff RICO
$1000 IN CASH!
FON! .. FT'S FREE!• • ffirS E A n
• Simply pkt el) pour FREE copy of The new MUDS & PENS
game card at your MP store. Pictured on per game card are 48
A&P products. With every MP sit you receive 1 tree concealed
set of 2 WARDS & PRIZES game slips. Cut off the edges ot each
strip to sweat the pictures of 2 A&P Brand Products. Locate these
products on yoir game card and yor'ge on yioar way
to becoming an AWARDS & PERES game winnet.
When you fil a straight Ins of 7 products bort,
zontally, vertically or diagonal! on pc game card
!or win a cast) prize up to $10013D2.
Take your winning sips to A. After they have
been verified, you will receive your prize from the
manager. Ws as simple as that! NOTE: THE CENTER




The Ushers Union Association
will present its annual Steak
Dinner on Thursday night, July
16, at the Sheraton-Peabody
hotel for the benefit of Owen
college.
Tickets are given to persons
and they can be obtained from
any member of the Ushers Ass
any member of the Ushers As-
sociation of which Charlie
Walton is president.
Persons wanting tickets may
have them delivered by calling
Mrs- Rosie Walton at 527-6966.
111111101111MIS 
C. Phillips, a native Ja-
maica, British West Indies. Is
the INS recipient of City College
of N e w York Engineering
Alumni Award in melhanical en-
gineering. He recently Joined
Humble Oil & Refining Caw
pany at the oil firm's Baywlif
Refinery, Linden, N. M.
Year-after-year...you'll see
your favorite Sports best
on a magnificent
Mag 111 CIIVCIOC
23" BIG SCREEN TV
Shown on optional T-226 mobilo oar,
Enjoy every thrilling play
... on this Magnavox 280 sq. In. big-screen TV -that's
priced no more than small-screen portables of other
makes! Automatic Pine Tuning always "remembers"
to keep each channel perfectly tuned. Three IF Stage
Chassis (not just 2) with Automatic Picture and Sound
Stabilizers (Keyed AGC) pulls-in even "difficult" stations
with amazing clarity and stability. Model 1-T300 in







...this beautiful Magnavox "powerhouse" wilt brirq
you clearer, sharper, steadier pictures than you've
ever seen from a portable! Has 71 sq. in. screen,
Automatic Picture and Sound Stabilizers (Keyed AGC),
telescoping antenna, convenient Channel Selector Win-
dow, highest reliability Magnavox Bonded Circuitry plus
earphone for private listening, tool Model 1-U114 In
several beautiful colors.






FM music and sparkling AM
listenIng—practically any-
where! Model 2-FM806, with
telescoping antenna, Is only
41/2' H; In gleaming Black.




COME IN TODAY see our widest selection $995
of quality Magnavox Radios ... from only
Come See Our Complete Line
Of Furniture From 12 Noon
n To 8:00 P. M.
TArrAPPLIANCE & FURNITURE CO.
Walk•r Home Center
211 Mitchell Rd. NI 397-7501,
Ar-Acor
rrage 12 DEFENDER
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rAout n",
than original to say that an in-
surance ccenpany "is insuring"
the welfare and future of such
a number of people that its role
in the growth and well-being of
Memphis deserves better than
casual consideration.
But such is the case as re-
gards the Universal Life Insur-
ance Company. with home of-
fices in the imposing Egyptian
structure on Wellington at Lin-
den.
Here is an institution which
has become a tower of econo-
mic strength in Memphis. This
is a company with a monthly
payroll approximating $295.000
much of it for local employees.
It is a company that spent
around $228 666 with local, busi-
ness and professional men last
year and contributed $11,231 to
civic, educational and charita-
ble projects.
In addition to giving employ-
ment to hundreds who in turn
use their salaries to help give
Memphis its healthy retail busi-
ness, thousands of Universal
loan and mortgage dollars find
their way into the economy's
blood stream. Fifty-rune p e r
cent of the company's $11,139,-
179 in mortgage loans is invest-
ed in Memphis mortgages.
These are primarily mortgages
on homes, but some are on
churches and businesses.
Universal Life was organized
in 1923 as a stock life insurance
company. It's founder, Dr. J.
E. Walker, was a practicing
physician who gave up h i s
practice to become a business-
man and philanthrophist.
Organized only a few years
prior to the great depression,
the Universal Life's solidarity
was established in the early
years of its existence. T w o
years after its organization, at
the end of 1925, the company's
assets were $130,000; its capital
was 510,000; and its surplus
$12,327. Fifteen years later, at
the end of 1940 — following the
economic crises — the finan
cial statement show,ed conclu
sively that the solidarity and
UNIVERSAL LIFE Makes
Significant Contribution To Memphis Growth
•
Universal Life's home office building at Linden Avenue at Wellington Street.
Service To Area
Spans Barriers
It may be something less financial stability of this young
company was being established.
Its assets were now $1,129,785;
the capital and surplus account
exceeded $342,627. and insur-
ance in force amounted to more
than $19,247,762.
• The next fifteen years were,
productive years. With its cor-
porate fences in good repair,
the company was in admirable
position to march with the war-
boom years of the forties, and
its growth has been steady in
the intervening years.
At the end of 1955, Universal
Life's assets were above $13,-
700,000, and business in force,
exceeded $93,000.000. Ten years
later, at the end of last year,
Universal Life had increased
its assets to $29,431,073; its cap-
ital and surplus to $3,816,269,
and insurance in force to $178,-
600.585.
Although Universal Life is one
of the younger of the approxi-
mately 57 Negro-owned life in-
surance companies operating in
the United States, it has grown
to fourth place among those
companies in admitted assets,
and third place in premium in-
come.
This company represents a
tower of strength in the local
economy and the areas it
serves. Today, a little more
than four decades after its or-
ganization, more than 150 em-
ployees in Memphis alone re-
'ceive a monthly payroll of more
than $68,271 which contributes
materially to the economy .of
the area.
In 1949. the building at 234
Hernando Street, which had
been the home of Universal Life
since 1926, was abandoned for
the modern home office building
it now occupies. With the com-
pletion of the new half-million
dollar home office, dedicated on
the eve of the company's 25th
anniversary, a dream had in-
deed been realized. The officers
of this young, but progressive
company had dreamed of the
- day when one could look with
• pride at this institution of pub-
lic service and have full confi-
dence in the future of this mon-
ument to social, economic, fi-
nancial and interracial p r o-
gress and good Will.
The present home of Univer-
sal Life is located at 480 Linden
Avenue at Wellington Street.
This modernly-equipped, physi-
cally comfortable edifice houses
a work force of approximately
125 persons.
The company's economic con-
tribution to the city is not only
seen in its monetary output in
the form of salaries, but in oth-
er tangible advantages as well.
The more than $11,000,000 in
mortgage loans have been a
contributing factor to b e t to r
housing. The generous policy of
the company in making a n d
securing mortgage loans h a s
not only made better housing
available, but has actually en-
couraged home ownership. A
major portion of the home of-
fice employees are now buying
their homes.
OTHER FIRMS , BENEFIT
There are also the funds that
are paid direct to service ren-
dering firms and individuals by
the company itself.
Universal Life Officials esti-
mate annual expenditures of:
$11,493 for furniture and equip-
ment for the home office;
$83,683 in printing, stationery
and supplies; $18,947 in home
office maintenance; $12, 456 in
medical examination fees. More
than $170,310 have been paid lo-
cal contractors for home office
repairs and improvements since




paid living policyholders over
$516,419 and beneficiaries of
death claims more than $971,-
its stand with those firms which
annually donate to charitable
and non-profit organizations.
Since 1961, more than $30,000
have been donated. Outstanding
contributions, during the past
several years. to Collins Chapel
Hospital — $10,000; YMCA
Building Fund — $7,500; YWCA
Building Fund — $3,000; South-
ern Christian Leadership Con-
ference — $1.250; NAACP —
$2,500; Fisk University — $7,-
500; Meharry Medical College
— $3.000, and many others
bring the total given within the
past ten years to above $79,200.
In addition, the officers a n d
personnel personally give gen-




Some of the other organiza-
tions which benefit through the
Universal Life contributions in-
clude: Shelby United Neighbors
United Negro College F u n d;
Memphis Business League;
Memphis Chamber of Com-
merce, the Junior Chamber of
Commerce, Elks and Commer-
cial Appeal Christmas' charities
National Business Leagu e,
Memphis Heart Association,
Cancer Association, Le Bonheur
Hospital, and many others too
numerous to list.
Universal Life has a record
for educational programming
which is quite impressive. Sig-
nificant aid has been given Ten-
nessee scholars in the form of
scholarships, working experi-
Neighbor Youth Foundation,. the CAPABLE OFFICERS 
i The present officers are: 
!persons on its home office
payroll, is a major source ofcontributing to the ()rang e1 other temporary 
absences from policies.
Mound Day Nursery, the Good duty.
A. M. Walker, Sr. Chairman of 
employment for young business
Memphis Round Table of Christ- , The officers of Universal Life} the Board — President
school graduates. Time, growth
ians and Jews, the YMCA De- Insurance Company are men dig. G. Olive, Jr. 
First Vice and expansion will naturally
velopment Fund, and in various high integrity, well trained in President — Secretary 
create more and better job op-
PERSONNEL TRAINING
the art of business management., H. A. Gilliam 
Second Vicelortunities for prepared per-




efforts to promote an education- 
planning, courage, a n d dent — Assistant Secretary 
symbol of progress in Memphis,
Vice Presi-i Universal Life is indeed a
Universal Life ha not, in its wise
dates back to the- years when!T. J. Willis
nity, overlooked the importance 
success. Secretary 
Vice Presi- and a tower of strtngth f o r
al program within the commu- 
foresight were mandatory f o r J. A. Olive
of similar programs within the 
These officers recognize t h e L. H. Boyce
dent , — Assistant the insuring public 
filom ocean
Vice Presi- to ocean.
company. Self improvement Polley
importance of job security Its dent — Assistant 
Secretary
raged by company sponsored or- 
personnelAssociate
among the personnel is encou-  is a well known 
and Agency Director
of upgrading qualified G. T. Howell
ganized training courses. F o r 
recognized principle. In addition H. B. Chandler
to its official staff, 18 young R. L. Wynn, Jr.
the home office personnel, the 
course offered by the Life Of- 
men and women assist in
pervisory a n d administrative
fice Management Association
Institute was initated in 1952,
and to date, the participation
and results have been outstand-
ing. Two persons have earned
the Fellowship designation, the
highest designation to be earned
under the Institute's program:
23 have earned certificates , for
partial fulfilment of require-
ments, and more than 50 oth-
ers have passed one or more
exams. For all examinations
passed, the company pays the
full examination cost.
The qualifications of the
field representatives are kept
up to par by continuous study
of the company's training
course, and by formal enroll-
ment in the course of study of-
fered by the Life Underwriters
Training Council. A full time
educational director, well train-
ed himself with more than 25
years of insurance experience,
heads the company trai ning
program. His major responsi-
bility is to keep a well-staffed
field personnel capable of ren-
dering efficient, personal insur-
ance service to policyholders
and prospective policyholders
The company takes this inter-
est in the personnel because its
management realizes the value
of a trained personal to the
insuring public.
Universal Life has always
used modern equipment a n d
methods. Today, Universal Life
is keeping pace with other in-
ence during summer vacations, dustries that have installed elec-
and educational and athletic tronic computers. In late 1964,
sponsorship. During the past this company installed an IBM
several years, $18,600 has been1 1440 Data Processing System.
given in scholarships, science The IBM 1440 is an electronic
fair sponsorship, to Tennessee computer capable of functioning
State University's Farm a n d as an accounting system and a
Home Institute, Owen College, business information system.
Memphis Academy of A r t s, The installation of the n e w
Lane College, and several other eleetronic system is simply an-
educational projects. In addition other effort by the company's
Universal Life gives $1,500 an. management to keep pace with
the speed and growth of thenually to the United Negro
College Fund, economic, technological a n d
The company is now in the competitive changes facing bus-
iness management. It is a val-
uable management tool which
improves the overall operation
of the business and enables the
company to render better and
increased services to all of its
publics. This, alone,.is an asset
to the people who help the com-
pany to grow because what
helps the business helps the peo-
ple who benefit by its progress
process of screening young
men for its college scholarship
program to be launched this
fall.
Still in its educational p r o-
gram, livestock is given to 4-H
Clubs and New Farmer of Amer
ica students on the state and
local level to encourage parti-
cipation in these organizations
and to promote better farming
policyholders, employees,practices. In cooperation with —
Tennessee State University, a stockholders, mortgagees, and
recipients of its services a n dlandrace pig chain has helped
improve the quality of hogs benevolence.
And in 1965. the company bred throughout Tennessee with EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
several of these prize hogs
awarded in Shelby County. The
pig chain is now shifting to a
registered Hereford chain which
will further improve the quality
The more than 700 employees
of Universal Life's 10-s tate
branch office system and it s
home office are covered by
of livestock raised by Tennessee group life, and accident a n d
farmers, health insurance. Also, a group
Adhering to its belief that retirement annuity plan pro-
the well rounded individual is vides retirement income f o r
healthy and happy. Universal eligible employees. Fifty p e r
. cent of the group insuranceLife makes contributions to dif
ferent areas of endeavor. The cost is paid by the company;
company has given trophies in it pays the greater portion of
tournament golf; it has contri- the annuity cost. Also, salaried
bided trophies to the Shelby employees have liberal vaca-
County typing and shorthand tions and extended illness ben-
efits. Vacations graduate from
a minimum of 10 working days
to a maximum of 15 working
days. Extended illness pay cov-
ers a maximum of six months
illness during a calendar year.
In addition, generous allowance
is made for brief illnesses and
winner during the past f e w
years, and has given numerous
basketball trophies on the local
state and national levels.
The company has further con-
tributed to good citizenship by
sponsoring the Teen Town Sing-








For all of your insurance
needs, call the Universal Life
Insurance Company's branch of-
fice located at 234 Hernando
Street —Phone 526-3176 —E.
Young is the District Man-
GENERAL CLERICAL OFFICE
Electronic Computer System - - The IBM 1440 computer
is an electronic computer capable of functioning as an ac-
counting system and a business information system. The
Universal Life uses modern equipment and methods in its
operations.
Key Punch Section. As a part of its modernly-equipped
Data Processing Department, Universal Life uses IBM
electronic key punchers and verifiers. The Data Processing
Department also includes several other pieces of electronic
General Clerical Office: This is a view of Universal Life Insurance Com-
pany's general clerical office, housing the Ordinary, Industrial Accounting
and Claims Departments. These departments employ 45 persons full time.
The major portion of the printing for Universal Life's
large operations is done in the Printing-Supply Department.
This picture shows a portion of the plan's printing equipment. DATA PROCESSING UNITS




Miss Olia Mae Reed To Be Married • August 20
Mrs. Mozella R. Williams ofd Felder of 259 East Olive at.
1570 Leland st announces the The bride-elect is the daugh-
ter of the late Mr. and Mrs.engagement of her sister, Miss'
1..ott Reed, Sr. Her mother, Mrs.Olia Mae Reed, to Charlie Nel-iViola Reed, formerly lived at
lum, son of Mr. and Mrs. Day- 1260 Kerr at. in Memphis.
MISS OLIA MAE REED
ENGAGEMENT REVEALED — Rev. and Mrs. Philip E.
Brooks, Sr., of 384 Edith ave., announced recently the en-
gagement of their daughter, Miss Yvonne Brooks to Robert
Britton Hooks, III. Miss Brooks is a teacher of French and
Spanish at Douglass High, School, and the prospective
bridegroom is a member of the faculty of Manassas High
school.. The bride-elect is a graduate of Fisk and Columbia
Universities and a past basileus of the local graduate
chapter of Delta Sigma Theta sorority.
A Point Of View
The making of public state Who says it enters the pic-
ments is quite often a danger- ture. And so does who hears
ous thing. The manner in which it. Then how others interpret
the statement is made is im- the statement comes in for con-
portant. The place and time sideration. And there is always











Now you know the story of better
whiskey backwards and forwards.
saMadall DiSlklIIIS CI:00W. NEW YORK CO. el (100i D 
WHISKEY • 86PRO01 • 555ftlNNtu1RiI PIAI15.
Miss Reed was graduatediBooker 'I'. Washington High
from Booker T. Washington school and former student of the
High School and Tennessee A Coyne School of Electronics in
and I State university. A form- Chicago, Ill. Heis employed
er Health and Physical Educa- a technician with the Zenith
tion teacher at LeMoyne college Corporation of Chicago.
she is presently doing graduate Plans are being made for a
studies at Tennessee State. wedding on Saturday, Aug. 20,
Mr. Nellum is a graduate of at Mt. Olive C14E. Cathedral.
WOOLWORTH'S
Beat the summer heat • 2-speed...
20"BREEZE BOX FAN
Put cool comfort where
you need it most. Slim
styled box' has push but-










1348 POPLAR AVENUE for *tot 20 min.
Cornor of Poplar and Cleveland
pay later
AIR CONDITIONER
• 7 quiet-maker features
• Furniture styled! With
hardwood fronts —
in walnut finish.




for your Electric Wiring.
Installation and combine
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2-16 Oz LOAVES WHITE OR 1-24 Oz
WHITE or 2-16 Oz. LOAVES WHEAT BREAD BREAD
Vide nevysts iend $5.00 othiltionel ponchos*. inftlinfinli
tritue al coupon merchonelis• !fresh mill, Products and
tobacco also foxcludod on compiionco *r11,  we* low).

























WHITE PAINT WALL COLORS




With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase,•scluding
=ell volt,* of coupon merchandise (fresh milk products
and tobacco also •scluded in compliance with state
law). On* coupon DOI customer. Coupon oxpIrips
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VISITING FROM GUYANA • - - Deputy
Prime Minister for Home Affairs of the
new South American nation, Guyana, the
Honorable P. A. Reid, cenetr, recently %isit-
ed his alma mater, Tuskegee Institute, and
toured facilities of the seven-year Cardio-
vascular Research Project in the School
of Veterinary Medicie, from which he was
granated in 1955, and here he is seen get-
THAN'S
LOAN UFFICE
ting firsthand view of the pumpoxgenaior in
the cardiovascular laboratory, which per.
the largest heart-lung unit in the country.
mits open-heart surgery on large animals.
Shown with him are Dr. T. S. Williams,
left, dean of veterinary school, and Dr. S. C.
Bowie, principal investigator of the proj-
ect, who explains intricacies of the machine,
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALT, ARTICLES OF VALUE-





Negroes Also Have Right
'To Protect Their Families'
Special to The DAILY DEFENDElt)
BOSTON — James Farmer,
former director of the Congress
of Racial Equality said t h e
philosophy of non - violence
doesn't mean a Negro doesn't
have the right to protect himself
and his family.
"If a Negro family in thei
South is attacked by the Ku
Klux Klan, for example, I be-
lieve it has the right and the
duty to protect its home,"
Farmer said.
Farmer said that despite the
shooting of James Meredith he
has not been shaken in his be-
lief of non violence.
"It's the responsibility of the
local police and the federal
government to protect civi
rights demonstrators," he said.
"There's no reason for demon-
strators to carry guns."
Farmer limited his support of
non-violence to civil rights
demonstrations and disassociat-
ed himself from the positions
taken by the Student Non-Vio-
lent Co-ordinating Committee
I and CORE, now headed by
Floyd McKissick.
Both organizations recently
amended their support of non-
violence and adopted a more




ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale 4
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL 14 6-1450
•
MR. SYLVESTER EVERHART, SR.
Of 2519-Judson Road, a graduate of Booker T. Wash-
ington and a product of LeMoyne College, also a
Marine veteran. Has recently been appointed by Mr.
Bert Bailey as Sales Manager and Decorative Coun-
selor for the Company at 937 So. Cooper Street.
Mr. Everhart, a native Memphian, has many years
of experience in Sales Courtesy and the Decorative
field. There is no charge for him to come out and




FURNITURE AND APPLIANCE SHOW ROOM
937 So. Cooper — Phone 274-0111
CONTEMPORARY, MEDITERRANANEAN, ITALIAN,
FRENCH, SPANISH, PROVINCIAL EARLY
AMERICAN, AND VICTORIAN.
Your choice of colors, Beautiful Handtufted Backs and Cane Sides, Living Room,
Bed loom, Dining Room, Occasional Chairs and Tables....
And A Dealer for
APPLIANCES
FURNITURE & APPLIANCES
937 SO. COOPER 274 - 0111
power."
Farmer declared that t h e
phase "black power" w a s
"essentially a slogan and peo-
ple ought not to react emotion-
ally to the words themselves."
There had been "a lot of con-
fusion and misunderstanding"
about the phrase since it be-
came prominent during the
recent CORE Convention in
Baltimore.
Farmer quoted CORE direc-
tor Floyd McKissick as saying
"There's been a twisting of our
words to make a trap for fools."
"There has not been a laying'
aside of the non-violent con-
cept," Farmer emphasized
"This, too, is a misinterpreta-
tion."
He said "CORE made it clear
in its resolution from the con-
vention that CORE demonstra-
tions and picket lines a n d
marches would continue to be
non-violent."
The only use of "b lack





The third U. S. Circuit Court
of Appeals stayed until Septem-
ber a five-year prison sentence
for New York Publisher Ralph
Ginzburg who was convicted of
mailing obscene publications.
The Circuit Court scheduled
a Sept. 12 hearing to rule on
an appeal from an.. earlier nil-
tog by Federal Judge Ralph
Body who denied Ginzburg's at-
torney, Harold Kohn. a hear-
ing to reconsider reduction of
the sentence.
Ginzburg had been scheduled
to report to the U .S. marshal
to begin his prison term. In-







CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EABARRASSED





ARRIVING FOR HOLIDAY - • Mrs.
Helen Mitchell Fung of St. Louis, Mo., at
left, is seen being met at the Memphis Met-
ropolitan airport by relatives as she arri -d
during the recent holiday for a week's visit.







Ramon's Home Food Service
have opening for two men age
1 22 to 35 must have own car, beneat in appearance with a good
personality. N o experience
necessary. See A. H. Snell.
9:30 to 11:30 a.m.



















of 1573 Wilson at., holding his granddaughter.
Denise Mitchell, and at right, Mrs. Mitchell.
Mr. Mitchell is employed in the Shelby
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